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•Student government

Wednesday
October 30, 1991
Vol. 109 No. 20

•International affairs

Senate approves dub budgets South Korean consul ge
neral

By Kim Dineen
Staff Writer

Last week's budget deadlock at the
General Student Senate meeting was broken last night,as the budget passed, but not
to everyone's liking,
GSS approved a budget which allocates
approximately $35,000 to 41 clubs recognized by student government But some
senators were concerned that some exclusiveclubs were receiving funding,the Executive Budgetary Committee did not follow
its own guidelines and that some clubs do
not follow established guidelines.
Senior Skulls, All Maine Women and Alpha Phi Omega were mentioned as clubs which
student government should not fund due to
their exclusive membership policies.
"How can a budget like this be passed?

It's appalling to give money to these exclusive clubs,"said Residents On Campus VicePresident Harry Nadeau.
Senator Derik Goodine listed 10 guidelines which EBC neglected to follow while
drawing up the budget. He also stated that,
according to guidelines, clubs must have a
member serving on a committee or board of
student government in order to receive funding, but that some clubs do not do so.
Another concern was that student government was designating funds to inappropriate club activities.
"Should student government be funding
socials and mixers,orexclusive clubs which
not every student can be a part of?" asked
senator Jill Harmon.
"S1,250 in this budget is allocated for
clubs' newsletters;are we making it too easy
See SENATE on page 5

Live from Hauck Auditorium...

Jeff Weingrad, co-author of "Saturday Night
: A Backstage History of Saturday Night Live," tells some behind-the-scene
s stories to students at Hauck
Tuesday night.(Baer photo.)

talks about Korean unification
By Joe Sampson

Staff Writer

On Monday. Sang-Seek Park, the consul
general of the Republic of Korea, spoke to
116.1.Se.'
students and faculty in the Sutton Lounge of
-4
the Memorial Union.
Park, who has been in America for three
years, discussed recent political events in the
two Koreas, North and South, and their possible effects on the United States.
Park, who is from South Korea,explained
how there came to be two separate Koreas.
"In the Korean war from 1950 to 1953,
three quarters of the industrial capabilities of
Korea were destroyed," Park said.
•
After the war, South Korea was able to
become more industrialized than North Korea, Sang-Seek Park, consul general of the
which is an important tool in the re- unification Republic of Korea, addresses a crowd
in Memorial Union.(Sampson photo.)
talks which are currently underway.
"North Korea is nervous because South South
Korea, so they did not want to use the
Korea has an economy that is growing daily
formal titles of either government.
while the North Korean economy has been
North Korea also did not want to use the
stagnant for years," Park said.
word agreement in the title of the talks beAt the present time, South Korea has a cause
"that word made it sound like North
Democratic government, while North Korea Korea
recognized the government of South
has a "Marxist-Leninist regime," Park said.
Korea," Park said.
Park said he believes the totalitarian govPark also described some ofthe differencernment of North Korea is ready to move out es
between the reunification of the Gennaof international isolation.
flies, and that of the Koreas.
"In January 1990 North Korea and Japan
"In the Gennanies,the people could watch
agreed to 'normalize' relations," Park said.
each others TV programs and listen to each
Park discussed the reunification talks that others
radio programs," Park said. This is not
are going on between the two Koreas.
possible in the Koreas.
"We have had problems with the wording
However, Part also said there are some
of the title and the agenda of what to discuss," simila
rities,as West Germany has had to strugPark said.
gle with the absorption of the Fast German
The wording of the final draft ended up econo
my, South Korea will struggle with the
being "Agreement on reconciliation, and ex- absorp
tion of the North Korean economy.
change and co-operation between the South
—The cost of the reunification in the Gerand North," Park said.
manies is in the area of $800 million to one
The initial problem in the wording of the trillio
n dollars," Park said,"while the cost of
title of the agenda was that North Korea does reunif
ication in the Koreas will be in the area
not officially recognize the government of of
$200 billion."
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•ResLife

Students find pros, cons ofliving on
By Deanna L Partridge

Volunteer Writer
The number of students attending the University of Maine is down
and the percentage of students living off-campus has increased over
the last year,according to records in
the Registrar's office.
Off-campus students questioned
said money is the primary motivation to move out of dormitories.
With the rising costs of tuition and
room and board rates at UMaine,
many studentsfind living in an apartment less expensive.
Off-campus residents account
for 42 percent of UMaine student
population,according to Registrar's
office records.
Cheryl Slocum, a junior, had a
"prily good" experience living in
Stodder Hall.This is herfirst semester
as an off-campus student Slocum
said she wanted to be prepared to live

in the real world and saw getting an
apartment with three roommatesasan
easy way to adjust
Theft,false fire alarms and dormitory damage costs influenced
Marla Naujoks to move offcampus
after only one year at Hilltop.
"I didn't feel at home.I expected
something different(from dormitory roommates)," Naujoks said.
Naujoks said being able to make
her own meals,have her own space,
and not having to move during
breaks are the advantages of offcampus living.
Although more students are
deciding to live off-campus,a higher percentage are still staying in
the dormitories, according to the
Registrar's office.
Kathy Klock°,a sophomore residing in Balentine for her second
year, described the dormitory experience as very positive. She said
the social scene of on-campus life

was a major advantage to living in
the dorms.
Melanie Manzer, a resident of
Balentine, said she lived at home
during her first year in part to save
money, but also because she was
scared of dorm life from horror stories friends had experienced.Living
in Balentine has made the transition
to living on one's own easier for
Manzer.
"College life is not complete
without living on campus for some
time," Manzer said.
Many students choose the alternative forms of on-campus living
offered by Residential-Life.
Laurie McLellan, a junior, is
living in York Village.
"I like it a lot better than the
dorms,"McLellan said."I feel much
more at home down here."
McLellan said the dorms were
high stress environments, with too
many people sharing a small space.

McLellan said York Village is
quieter and more private.
Sabrina Lewis, a fourth year English major living in Doris Twitchell
Allen Villagesaid the mandatory meal
plan policy is "a hassle to use and a
waste of money."
DTAV is equipped with kitchens so the residents can make their
own meals.
Residents ofDTA V report many
inconveniences in the newly established building. Many have complaints about the party-phone lines
shared between ten or more people,
the small size of the kitchens, the
apparent lack of heat in some of the
suites and the distance to places
such as the dining commons and the
laundry room.
"Ifeel like we're on the outskirts
of the campus," Lewis said.
Students ?nay live in another
alternative to the traditional dormitory. Colvin Hall is a cooperative,

meaning that each student must aid
in the maintenance of the dorm by
being responsible for a job, such as
cooking a meal a week or doing the
grocery shopping.
According to Scott Anchors,
Director of Residential Life,the basic sign-up percentage of on-campus students hasn't changed significantly in 10 years.
As explanation to why Dunn and
Corbett halls are empty this year,
Anchors pointed out that the number of first-year students enrolled at
'Maine has decreased. These new
students would have filled the empty dorm room.s.
ResLife has implemented many
new projects to enhance on-campus
residence. Anchorssaid these projects
include the cable and dial-tone services available in January, microfridges,options in the meal plan and
the new Hilltop food store for oncampus student convenience.
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NewsBriefs
•Noriega trial

1991

• Witness testifies against Manuel Noriega in drug tria

l

• Moose throws tantrum; smashes car windshield
•Turkey ends military operation in northern Iraq
•Freak accident

Witness says he was threatened with Ra
mpaging moose attacks parked car
helicopter hanging, rape in prison
MIAMI (AP) — A drug cartel midd
leman testified Monday that Manuel
Noriega's officers threatened to hang
him from a helicopter and have him rape
d in
prison during a probe of an alleged $4
million bribe.
Ricardo Tribaldos has testified he rece
ived the money from the Medellin drug
cartel's
Ochoa family, and split it with his part
ners and a Noriega aide.
When the cartel demanded the money
back in mid-1984 saying Noriega was
raiding its
labs and chemical shipments, Panamani
an investigators and ultimately Noriega'
s general
staff grilled the businessman.
Tribaldos said they were especially
concerned about a photo he had of
former
Panamanian President Nicholas Ardi
to Barletta accepting a suitcase allegedl
y containing
$100,000 in cartel cash for his elec
tion campaign.
Tribaldos said he refused to give the
photo to one investigator, Maj. Nivaldo
Madrinan.
He said he told Madrinan that if anyt
hing happened to him, he had made
arrangements to
have the picture published in the anti
-Noriega newspaper La Prensa.

1

•Bombing

Boston police officer
killed in explosion
BOSTON(AP)— An explosion Mon
day outside a
house where two police officers were
investigating a
suspicious package killed one and inju
red the other,
authorities said.
The home owner, Thomas Shay, had
called officers at
about noon to investigate a package he
found in his driveway
Sunday night, said Deputy Police
Superintendent Gerard
McHale. The package exploded after
the officers arrived.
Officer Jerry Hurley,50,died Monday
evening at a hospital,
a police spokesman said.Officer Frank Fole
y,49,was in serious
but stable condition,Police Commissioner
Francis Roache said.
Hurley had been with the police force
23 years and Foley 24.

3

RICHMOND (AP) — A veteran who sat stunned in his
parked car while a
rampaging moose leaped on it and smashed its windshield said
Monday he has no
idea what triggered the tantrum.
"I have no idea. I don't want to speculate because I don't deal
with wild animals," said
Dr. Peter Caradonna of West Gardiner.
Caradonna had stopped along a ramp off Interstate 95 this
in
southern Maine town to
watch three moose — a bull and two cows grazing in a mea
dow on Friday.
One of the females spotted him and lumbered 200 yards towa
rd the car, walking up an
embankment and across a guardrail before jumpin
g on the hood of Caradonna's 1986
Chevy. The moose put her hooves through the windshield,
damaged the instrument pane
l
and dented the hood and roof.
"She trashed the car while the guy's inside," said spokes
man Paul Fournier of the state
fish and game department. Caradonna wasn't injured
and the moose "just had a few
scratches and lost some hair" before turning arou
nd and walking away, he said.
Caradonna's car, which had to be towed away,was
in the shop Monday so its windshie
ld
could be replaced. Total damages to the car were esti
mated at $2,200.
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•Bungee death

Man dies in first known
US bungee fatality
PERRIS,Calif.(AP)—,A bungee-jumpi
ng instructor was killed in a leap from a hot air ball
oon in what was
believed to be the first U.S. death from
the thrill sport.
Hal Mark Irish, 29,of Mirada, fell more
than 60 feet to his
death Sunday after coming off his bung
ee cord in a demonstration in this town 55 miles southeast
of Los Angeles.
The North American Bungee Asso
ciation, a trade group
for the growing sport that started
five years ago in New
7raland, said the death was the first
in this country.
Bungee jumpers attach themselves to
an elastic cord and
leap from heights, plunging head first
and then bouncing back
up as the cord recoils.

imirs
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•Turkish-lraqi-relations

Military operation ends
DIYARBAKIR, Turkey (AP) — Turk
ey withdrew its soldiers from northern Iraq
Monday after an
indursion aimed at wiping out separatist
Turkish Kurdish guerrilla bases, Anatolia news
agency reported.
The semi-official agency said Kurd
ish fighters reported 12
people killed and serious damage infli
cted on several Kurdish
villages by Turkish air raids over the
past three days.
Anatolia quoted a clandestine broadcas
t ofIraqi Kurdistan
Democratic Party Radio from insida
mq.
The military and the government de#y
targeting civilian
areas but the Foreign Ministry said a
delegation would go to
northern Iraq to investigate.
It was the third time in three mont
hs that the Turkish
military cross into Iraq hunting for Turk
ish Kurdish rebels
from the Kurdistan Labor Party. The acti
ons followed attacks
on Turkish military posts near the sout
heastern border.
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•Prison beating

•Murder

Inmate brutally beaten Ex-con
may have lured
by fellow prisoners
victims to their death

SOUTH WINDHAM (AP) —
A prisoner rePORTLAND,Ore.(AP)— Four
turned to the Maine Correctional
men who were
Center on Monday
found shot to death on
after being treated at a Portland
the
War
m
Spri
ngs Indian
hospital for a brutal
Reservation were lured ther
beating that nearly killed him, auth
e by a man who had
orities said.
offered them jobs clearing
The inmate, identified as Char
land, authorities said Monday
les Hamner by WGMEA snowstorm cut short sear
TV in Portland, stopped brea
ch efforts Monday along a forest
thing after the beating by
road near U.S.26,about80
fellow prisoners on Friday. said
miles southwest ofPortland. where
corrections Commissioner
investigators believe more
Donald Allen.
bodies may be discovered.
An ex-convict being held
More than one inmate took part
on attempted aggravated murin the beating because der
and other charges is the
someone was needed to watch
suspect in at least one of the
for guards, Allen said. Stat
e deaths, authorities
Police were asked Monday to
said. Investigators have indicate
investigate because of the
d the
believe one person is
severity of the beating, he said.
responsible for all four killings.
"There is a belief, but
A guard discovered the victim
it's not concrete yet,"
lying inside his bloody
Wasco
County sheriffs Sgt. Jim
room. After the inmate stopped
Webb said.
breathing,the guard applied
Douglas F. Wright, 51,
CPR before a nurse arrived.
He was later transported
of Tigard, was being held in
to Portland on a state
Brighton Medical Center in
charge ofattempted aggravat
Portland.
ed murder and
a federal armed career
The inmate was initially rele
criminal charge. Bail as set at$1 milli
ased Saturday, but returned
on.
FBI spokesman Bart Gori
to the hospital because of
complications. He was rele
identified Wright as a suspect in
ased the death ofTony
again on Monday after a full day
S. Nelson,31,a member
of observation.
ofthe Makah Indian
tribe of Neah Bay, Wash.
Allen said the inmate was a
two-and- a-half year senNelson is one of the four victims.
A Portland man told
tence on drug charges. He said ther
e were rumors around
authorities that Wright took him and
the Nelson to the
prison that the victim was an
woods after offering the
informant for the state
m a job clearing land,
Bureau Gori said. The
of Intergovernmental Drug
Portland man, Marty McDa
Enforcement.
niel,said he was
able to flee on foot at
the time Nelson was kill
ed.
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•Column

Sex Matters
By Dr. Sandra Caron
Q. I'm not sure what to do. My boyfriend
and I have a great time together but in many
ways we're not the same. In fact, the longer
we go out, the more pronounced our differences become. He feels that it's okay to have
sex before marriage, while I believe in waiting. I don't want to break up with him — but
it doesn't seem possible to continue dating, if
you know what I mean.
Female, Sophomore
A. What you seem to be dealing with is
incompatible sexual values between you and
your boyfriend. Have you been able to talk
with him about this? What is his opinion? Are
you feeling pressured? What are the things
that hold your relationship together? Are you
compatible in many other areas?
Compatible sexual values is an important
consideration in dating. However,you should
know that some couples develop and maintain a relationship in spite of differences be-

tween their sexual values. For example, a
person who values sexual monogamy may
become involved with a person who values
sexual variety with multiple partners.
Couples with conflicting sexual values
may consider the following options:
• changing their values,

to wonder ifit's really all it's cracked up to he.
Male, Junior
A: To put it bluntly: There's a lot more to
sex than just sticking your thing in another
person's thing and thrusting until you come. It
takes a lot more than this for sex to be good
because, for most of us, goals are bigger than

"There's a lot more to sex than just sticking your thing in
another person's thing and thrusting until you come."
Dr. Sandra Caron
•changing their behavior(while retaining
their values),
• accepting their differences, and
•ending the relationship.
In your case, you will need to decide what
is best for you. I would hope that you would be
able to find the strength to hold onto those
things that you feel are important and not feel
pressured tochange your values or behavior for
the sake of saving a relationship.
Q: What makes sex good? I'm beginning

the act itself. In addition to creating orgasms,
we want to satisfy ourselves and our partner,to
bring us closer together,to validate our sense of
masculinity and femininity, and to reflect and
generate feelings of excitement and passion.
Below arejust a few requirements for good
sex:
• Accurate information about your 0141?
sexuality,.vour partner's, and about sex itself
This means getting away from the myths and
unrealistic expectations and educating yourself.
• Having or developing an orientation

based on pleasure(arousal, love,fun)rather
than performance. Asking"How was I?" can
put a damper on things.
•Having the kind ofrelationship in which
good sex can flourish. A major aspect of
having a good relationship is being able to
quickly and effectively deal with differences
of opinion and conflict.
• Being able to communicate verbally
and nonverbally about sex. You need to'be
able to express your wants and don't wants,
your questions and concerns,and your pleasure,and you need to be able to listen to and
understand what your partner is expressing.
• Being assertive about your own desires
and able tofocusfitlly on your own pleasure
while also being sensitive to your partner and
able togive _yourpartner whatthey want. Being
only self-centered or only sensitive does not
work. You need to find a balance.
Sandra L Caron is Assistant Professor
ofFamily in the School ofHuman Development. She teaches CHF351:Human Sexuality. Questionsfor Dr. Caron should be sent
directly to the Maine Campus. Lord Hall.

•Performing Arts

Mozart's "Magic Flute" shows enduring magic

By Frank Spurr
Staff Writer

The fantasy and enchantment of dragons,spirits, Queens and Princes came to life
Sunday night, as the music of Mozart's The
Magic Flute tantalized and bewitched a
crowd seemingly desperate for quality opera in Maine.
The Minnesota Opera did not disappoint
with its refreshing, energetic performance
of Mozart's classic at the Maine Center for
the Arts.
Complete with engaging performances
by the cast and an English libretto, the company's approach to the opera made it completely accessible even to those who don't
usually appreciate this particular type of
musical expression.
The synopsis of the story is fantasy, pure
and simple. Trying to find a deeper meaning
merely detracts from the genius and elegance of Mozart's music.
When the hero,Tamino,sees a picture of
Pamina, he immediately falls in love with

her. The Queen of the Night tells him that a
great honor awaits him if he rescues Pamina,
who is being held captive by the high priest
of the sun,Sarastro. Being a man transfixed
by her beauty and spurred by his own hormones,he eagerly accepts the challenge and
departs with his trusty, newfound friend,
Papageno. The Queen gives Tamino a magic flute, which will ward off danger, and
presents a gift of magic bells to Papageno.
The duo arrive at Sarastro's palace and
discover that he abducted Pamina in order to
save her from her mother's (the Queen's)
evil influence. He invites Tamino and Papageno to join his order but they must first
undergo an initiation process. Before Tamino can be with Pamina, he must pass several
tests, including a vow of silence. After all is
sung and done, Tamino passes the tests,
unites with Pamina, and the had people,
including the Queen, are relegated to dark
voids for all eternity.
One expects great voices from a professional opera company. Characterization,
however, is often sacrificed in achieving

The Maine Cap)

this goal. This particular production was
especially amusing as each character was
strong vocally as well as characteristically.
A particular standout was Bradley Greenwald in the role of Papageno. The baritone
Greenwald played his secondary comedic
role to the hilt. When he borders on the brink
of depression for lack of"a girl to sit beside
him," he attempts to hang himself with the
rope used to hold up his pants.
Dancing around in skivvies is not something one expects in an opera, and it was a
hilarious gag. Greenwald strayed a bit from
Mozart when he began humming "Take Me
Out to the Ballgame," another diversion
from the highbrow of opera.
Perhaps his best scene,however,occurred
when he met Papagena,a feather-clad woman with whom he had everything in common.

Papagena, played by Donna Carroll, had a
seductively flirtatious smile. The chemistry
and back and forth glances between the two
highlighted an evening full of highlights.
In the role of the foreign Prince,Tamino,
Connor Smith was curious and lovelorn
and almost crazed with passion when he saw
the picture of Pamina, played by Peggy
Joyce.Smith sang a tenor aria in the first act,
expressing his desire for her and delivered it
with power and an amazing richness and
body,even in the high notes.
The song endeared him to the capacity
crowd at the MCA and was only exceeded
by his later scenes with Joyce.
This production of The Magic Flute is an
indication that the dryness usually associated with opera is undeserved and with a little
imagination,anything old can be new again.

"You can't always get what you want,
but if you try sometimes, you just might find,
you get what you need." Mick Jagger
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•English department

Department chair,students talk about communication problem
By Wendy SkiIlin
Volunteer Writer

"Some of the problem is the students, but
some of it is the advisors," said Michael
Reinsborough, member of the Ikan's AdviThe English department is concerned. Its sory Committee.
students may not be getting the classes they
According to Reinsborough,"the student
need and the quality oftheir education may be handbook is really confusing. This is why
we
jeopardized.
need a checklist of requirements."
In a meeting last Wednesday,the English
During the meeting,the idea ofa prepared
department chair, Harvey Kail, and two stu- packet of information to be
handed to each
dent representatives. also English majors, dis- student by their advisor when
they declared
cussed how the department needs toemphasize their major was proposed.
In it would be
more faculty and student communication.
specific graduation requirements and a list of
One of the problems is the relations be- the faculty and their phone number
s.
tween faculty advisors and students.
Another idea was an English student di"They [advisors] don't seem interested in rectory composed of a calend
ar of events.
the situation. Theyjust want you out ofthere," student names and phone
numbers and picsaid Randy Dorman. member of the Under- tures of the faculty membe
rs.
graduate Studies Committee.
With these possibilities in mind, the lines

•Court ruling

Anderson's sister
optimistic,thanks
Perez de Cuellar

Electric utilities not liable for
accidental electrocution, court says

PORTLAND,Maine(AP)- Electric utilities can't be held responsible under product
UNITED NATIONS(AP)— Peggy Say, liability law for the deaths or injuries of people
sister of hostage Terry Anderson, said Mon- who touch high-voltage power transmission
day she is more optimistic than ever that all lines, the state's high court ruled Monday.
The ruling, the first of its kind in Maine,
Western captives will be freed by the end of
came
as the high court rejected an Old Orthe year.
chard
Beach woman's appeal of her lawsuit
She spoke after thanking Secretary-General
Javier Perez de Cuellar for his efforts to free all against Central Maine Power Co. for the
detainees in the Mideast, including her brother electrocution of her husband.
"The strict product liability ruling is signifiand seven other Westerners in Lebanon.
cant
in that it had never been decided in Maine,"
-The secretary-general assured me that all
said
Daniel Snow, CMP's attorney. "It was an
the parties that need to cooperate to bring this
importa
nt ruling for the company. It establishto an end are indeed cooperating," she said.
es...
that
an electric utility should not be held
"They think the process is going to continsubject
to
the strict product liability law in the
ue and they are very hopeful that by the end of
transmi
ssion
of power in a high-voltage state."
the year, all people who are held against their
Susan
A.
Fuller's husband Terry, a house
will in the Middle East will go free, including
painter
,
was
killed
in October 1984 when an
the Western hostages."
alumi
num
ladder
he
was moving touched a
She said she had -total and complete con7,200volt
power
distrib
ution line owned by
fidence" in Perez de Cuellar and his chief
Mideast envoy, Giandomenico Picco. Picco CMP in front of a home in Kennebunk.
Mrs. Fuller sued CMP for alleged product
just returned from the Middle Fast after arliabilit
y, negligence and negligent infliction of
ranging an exchange of Arab detainees for
severe
emotio
nal distress.She sought$500,000
Jesse Turner.
for
loss
of
suppor
t from her husband,$75,000
Perez de Cuellar has been trying to arfor
loss
of
his
compan
ionship and an unspecirange a swap of the eight Westerners in Lebfied
amoun
t
for
emotio
nal distress.
anon for about 300 Arab prisoners held by
Follow
ing
a
one-we
ek trial, a jury found
Israel and its proxy militia,the South Lebanon
CM
P
guilty
of
neglig
ence,
but alsoconcluded
Army.
that Fuller was equally or more negligent than

THE FEDS
ARE COMING!
F.B.I. Information Session
Monday, November 4th at 7:00 p.m.
in 153 Barrows Hall
Learn about Special/kW Careers
All classes and majors are welcome.

;

Often,English majors then can't get the classes they need or want because they're filled up.
Senior English major Kristin Chasse said,
"English majors should get into them first.
I
feel as though I'm taking classes just to fill
requirements because I can't get into the ones
I find interesting."
Another problem is that many students are
English majors because they think it will be
easy. Kail said. This hurts the students who
are really serious about it.
Kail said he believes in student and faculty
solidarity and working together to solve these
problems.
"Students and teachers demanding from
each other will make it more exciting," he said.
-The English department is notjust the faculty,
it is the faculty and students together."

•Hostage situation

By Peter James Spielmann
Associated Press Writer

4.

ofcommunication can be opened between the
faculty and the students.
Also brought up at the meeting Wednesday was the problem of the ratio of faculty to
students. There are over 250 English majors
and not nearly enough faculty to have an even
balance of students in each class.
"The English department has a good reputation for good professors, but the number of
students to the number of good professors
weakens the expectations students have for
the major," 1)orman said.
"We're trying to keep classes under 25 to
keep quality, but high enough to maintain
faculty," Kail said.
Another problem is that students of other
majors often take English classes to fulfill a
college requirement or just as an elective.

the utility.
erty caused by their product even if they have
Mrs. Fuller's attorney had contended dur- exercised all possible care in
making and
ing the trial that the power line was too close selling the product.
to the house, even though it complied with
"You're allowed to becompensated merel',.
national safety standards; CMP countered because you've had
an injury," Snow said.
that Fuller had been warned about the danger "Mrs. Fuller was attemp
ting to have that legal
of power lines by the foreman on the project. theory applied to CMP..
.."
Since both parties were at least equally
But the high court, adopting the position
negligent, Mrs. Fuller was not awarded any ofcourts in other
states,ruled that "in the state
money, said her attorney, James C. Hunt.
of flowing through a high-voltage transmisThe jury also ruled that CMP was not sion line, electricity
is not a product..."
liable to Mrs. Fuller for her claim of negligent
As a result. the Maine court said, CMP
infliction of severe emotional distress. In ad- could not be
held responsible under the proddition, CMP won a directed verdict from the uct liability
argument.
judge on Mrs. Fuller's product liability claim.
IfCMP had lost that ruling,Snow said."It
In her appeal, Mrs. Fuller contended the would have
put a tremendous burden on CMP
lower courtjudge erred in instructing the jury merely for
transmitting its power to ptople."
on her emotional distress claim and by directAnytime a person was injured or killed for
ing a verdict again§t her on the product liabil- comin
g in contact with a high-voltage line, the
ity claim.
utility would have been put in the position "of
She also argued that the judge made a having
to compensate for the injuries." he said.
mistake in refusing to question thejurors after
Mrs. Fuller's attorney, Fred Moore, said
the verdict to see if any had been influenced
he was disappointed by the ruling.
by a CMP television commercial on power
"We do feel very strongly that there is a
line safety that ran during the trial.
need for some con-ecti ye action because ofthe
The Maine Supreme Judicial Court rejectfact that the distribution lines that go down the
ed each of her arguments,but the most signifstreet in residential neighborhoods are comicant aspect of the ruling related to product
pletely uninsulated," he said. "Most people
liability. Snow said.
don't realize that, even though they have
Under that legal theory,he said. manufacsome vague sense that power lines aren't safe
turers are liable for injuries to people or propto touch."

ZOOLOGY MAJORS
It's tune for The Junior English
Proficiency Exam:

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4th
7:00 p.m.
in 102 Murray Hall
it is required that you take this exam before

you graduate.

For all Zoology Majors includ
ing Biology (B.A. only),
.Clinical Lab Sciences (Med.
Tech., Cytotechnology)
Majors in the College of
Sciences.
Juniors must take this exam.
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Student Senate approves dub budgets
for clubs to get funding?" asked Bangor hours on this budget; we should pass it and
Campus representative Angela Mini.
pass it now,"said senator Mary Alice Johnson.
But the budget passed quickly and by an
"Clubs receive funding approval from
overwhelming majority of GSS.Some sup- GSS; it's up to GSS to remove that funding
porters of the budget agreed with the oppo- approval. That's not EBC'sjob," said senanents' points, but felt the clubs' need for tor Dan Veilleux.
money now should be considered.
GSS also passed two resolutions last
"We do make it too easy for clubs to get night, the first one allocated $4,000 to conmoney, but it's insane to cut them off now," tinue support of the Late Night Local, a
said Student Government President Starvos service which provides transportation to stuMendros. "Maybe we should change the dents Friday and Saturday nights.
budget process sometime,but give the clubs
The second resolution establishes "a
at least a year to find other funding."
policy that all service and representative
"If we have a problem, we should change boards display that they're a part of student
EBC's guidelines. But they spent about 100 government at their public events."

•Polish elections

from page 1
One resolution, which dealt with discrimination, was postponed indefinitely.The
resolution would require an addition to the
student governmentconstitution stating,"No
organization shall receive funds by student
government if they don't comply with university policies (i.e. discrimination)."
The university policy in the student conduct code states "Harassment or discrimination based on race,color,religion,sex,sexual
orientation, national origin or citizenship status, age, handicap, or veterans status" was a
violation of the safety and environmental
health of the university community.
Some senators said they felt this resolu-

tion might be used against all-male or allfemale organizations,such as fraternities or
sororities.
"This is a thinly disguised attack to use
against any group which senators don't approve of," said Bill Pinkerton.
"The purpose of this fs to kick someone
off campus. We don't have to follow the
university's policy, we can create our own
non-discrimination policy, but don't let this
slip by," warned Mendros.
After confusion over where to place the
resolution in the constitution,and also which
amendments were to be added to the resolution, GSS voted to postpone it.

•Drug war

Polish elections: no winner Bush invited to
By Michael Lindemann
Associated Press Writer
WARSAW,Poland(AP)— No clear winner emerged Monday from Poland's first fully
free parliamentary elections since 1947, and
the badly-splintered vote dashed President
Lech Walesa's hopes for a government of
quick transformation to a market economy.
It was not at all clear what kind of government would emerge from Sunday's vote, in
which a center-left splinter of the Solidarity
union,and formerCommunistsled the field —
with only 12.8 and 11.6 percent of the vote.
Up to 18 of the 69 parties that took part
in the election won seats in the 460-member Sejm, or lower house, and at least six
parties will be needed to form a majority
coalition.
Walesa, elected president last December, said his government should be given
the right to rule by decree."The new parliament should at the moment do precisely
one thing — let the government and the
president get on with governing," he told
the news agency PAP.

al2l LPOT

WHOLESALE

Parliament last month rejected Prime
Minister Jan Krzysztof Bielecki's bid to be
given such powers.
With 75 percent of votes counted, the
leader in the vote was the Democratic Union,
which was also leading in 19 of the 92 seats
announced so far in the less powerful, 100seat Senate, PAP said.
The results for the Democratic Union
and for another party that urged radical
economic reform— Bielecki's Liberal Democratic Congress -- was worse than had
been expected.
Confusion over the numerous parties on
the ballot — including two environmental
parties, the national police union and the
Polish Friends of Beer Party - contributed to
voter apathy. About 43 percent of the 27.6
million eligible voters went to the polls.
Walesa had hoped that the election
would result in a Parliament more willing
to carry out his economic program. Twothirds of the current Parliament members,
elected in June 1989 under the former Communist government, are former Communists or their allies.

summit

By Tom Raum

Bush accepted the invitation and "has
invited the participants to the United States
for this summit and proposed that it be held
WASHINGTON(AP)— President Bush in early 1992," Fitzwater said in a statement.
has accepted an invitation from five South
Furthermore,Bush decided to also invite
American presidents to attend a second in- Mexico, Fitzwater said.
ternational drug sununit and has proposed it
The announcement of a second anti-drug
be held in the United States, his spokesman summit drew praise from Rep. Charles B.
said Monday.
Range!,D-N.Y.,chairman ofthe House NarPresidential press secretary Marlin Fitz- cotics Committee and usually a Bush critic.
water said the president would like to hold
He called it"welcome news in the face of
the summit early next year, perhaps on the a continued torrent of drug trafficking and
second anniversary of the February 1990 drug abuse in our hemisphere."
drug summit in Cartagena, Colombia.
Rangel said he understood that San An"Since that day in Cartagena when the tonio, Texas, was the proposed site of the
president met with the presidents of Bolivia, summit. The administration acknowledged
Colombia and Peru, we have made tremen- San Antonio as a possibility, but said no
dous strides in the drug fight, both at home decision had been made on a site.
and abroad," Fitzwater said.
Fitzwater's statement said that the first
That trip was accompanied by unusually session "brought the international effort
heavy presidential security to guard against against drugs into focus as has no other event.
potential attacks by Colombian drug lords. The struggle has become a national priority
Fitzwater said that a second anti-drug for many nations including Mexico."
summit of Andean nations had been proFitzwater said that cocaine consumption
posed to Bush by the presidents of Bolivia, in the United States has fallen since the
Colombia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela.
Cartagena summit.
Associated Press Writer

"YOU'RE INVITED"
To Shop At The Lowest Wholesale Prices
ALL NAME BRAND MERCHANDISE

Why Pay Retail When You Can
- Shop WHOLESALE!

Prices so low
it's scary.

You Can't Beat Our Prices On:
-Television/'JCR's - Domestics - Power Tools - Hardware - Fresh Produce - Snacks - Sporting Goods - Tires & Automotive
Supplies - Prepack Deli - Jewelry - Eye Glasses - Prepared Dinners
- Health & Beauty Aids - Toys - Canned & Frozen Foods - Stereos - Cigarettes - Books -Cameras & Film - Gourmet Food Items - Beer &Wine - Office
Supplies

Frighteningly low sale prices
on some gnarly bikes
all this week at...

Special Shopping Privilege!
You're eligible to become a FLEX member at no charge!
BANGOR, ME
915 Union St.,
Westgate Mall
AUBURN, ME
110 Mt. Auburn
Ave.

OLESALE
.1.150T

One Day
Shopping Pass

Name
Address
Phone

L

Authorizes purchases at wholesale prxes +

M-F 1 la.m.- 9 p.m.

Hours:
Sat 9 am.- 9 p.m.

AUGUSTA, ME
14-D Business Park
55 Industrial Drive
WATERFORD, CT
Cross Road Center
167 Parkway North

36A Main St. Orono 866 3525
Sun 10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

New Hours: Monday - Friday 9-5• Sdurday 9-4

-ow .1.41.

1•11.

I. 11011
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• Videotape released of women

1991

the night before suicides

• Democrats predict economic ramifi

cations if Duke wins

• Woman killed by Christo art exhibit

•Aided suicides

Kevorkian releases videotape of women be
fore suicides

By Bill Kole

Associated Press Writer
SOUTHFIELD, Mich.(AP)— Two disabled women wept and laughed on the eve
of
their assisted suicides as they explained the
suffering that broughtthem to Dr.Jack Kevorkian, a videotape released Monday showed.
"I thought about it for a long time, a long
time. I have no qualms about my decision,"
Sherry Miller, 43,told Kevorkian in her
parents' home ma tape released by Kevorkia
n's
lawyer, Geoffrey Fieger.
"I want to die and I know there's no
turning back,- she said, her voice faltering.
The videotape was recorded Oct. 22, the

day before Miller, who had multiple sclerosis,
and Marjorie Mantz joined Kevorkian in
a
secluded Oakland County cabin and kille
d
themselves with devices he invented.
Kevorkian was expected to make his first
public appearance Monday since the suicides.
He didn't show at Fieger's Southfield offic
e,
but the pathologist called for a national panel
to explore doctor-assisted suicide and set
guidelines.
Kevorkian,63,would issike no other statements until the Oakland County prosecutor
's
office decides whether to charge him with
a
crime. Fieger said.
No charges have been brought against
Kevorkian despite his apparent violation of
a

court order issued in January barring him from
assisting suicide. The injunction followed dismissal Dec. 13 of a first-degree murder charge
against Kevorkian for helping an Oregon woman commit suicide in June 1990.
Prosecutors said it could take six weeks to
determine whether Kevorkian violated the
order with the latest deaths and if criminal
charges can be filed.
Michigan has no laws against assisted
suicide.
"We must grasp this opportunity to resolve these issues or risk slipping again into
the dark age of ignorer and intolerance,"
Kevorkian said in his litement."Let enlightenment and compassion be Janet's, Marjo-

•Duke election

rie's and Sherry's legacy to us all."
In the hour-long videotape released Mon
day, Wantz told of previous unsuccessful
attempts to commit suicide and escape the
pain of 10 pelvic operations. The disease,
papilloma virus, was not terminal.
Wantz, who lived in Sodus, said she unsuccessfully tried suicide on her own three
times be inhaling carbon monoxide from a
hose connected to a car exhaust pipe.She said
she twice tried overdosing on the sleeping
medication Halcion.
"I tried loading a gun, but I didn't know
how,"she told Kevorkian."If you do it yourself,
you don't know what you're doing. I wish
I
would have done it a year agoortwo years ago'

Democrats say Louisiana business could su

WASHINGTON(AP)— Democrats on
Monday predicted severe economic consequences for Louisiana if Republican David
Duke is elected governor and said President
Bush should declare him a morally unacceptable choice for voters.
State and national party officials stopped
short of saying Bush should endorse former
Democratic Gov. Edwin Edwards, Duke's
opponent in the Nov. 16 runoff. But they
said Bush's statement Friday that he coul
d

ffer if Duke elected

never support Duke did not go far enough.
did not win a slot in the runoff. Bush's words
"We don't think the president has made
and actions could influence their votes and
clear what outcome he wants," said Paul
bear on whether Duke is elected,Garin said.
Tully, political director of the Democrat
ic
Duke,a former Ku Klux Klan leader and
National Committee.
Nazi sympathizer, is a state legislator mak"He ought to make it clear that David
ing his second statewide run for office.
In
Duke is not a morally acceptable alterna1990, running as a Republican repudiated
tive," said Democratic pollster Geoffrey
by the national party,he received 58 perce
nt
Gann.
of the white vote in an unsuccessful
chalGarin said the race hinges on supporters
lenge to Democratic Sen. Bennett Johnston
.
of Republican Gov. Buddy Roemer, who
Edwards served three terms as governor

Beg your pardon, but are you a part of
the

UMAINE
IMMUNITY
COMMUNITY?

r.NudaiTprehsenqtss UnionBoard

If you're not properly immunized for
measles,
mumps,rubella, tetanus, diptheria
, or influenza.
then you're not ready for class registra
tion.
Cutler Health Center has scheduled
the following
dates for immunization clinics:
*Friday, November 15, 9am to llam
•Monday, November 18, 8am to lla
m
•Thursday, November 21, 2pm to 4p
m
•Monday, November 25, 8am to 10 am
*Monday, December 2, 8am to 10am
(And starting November Z immunizat
ions
will be offered every Thursday, 2pm to
4pm.)
For more information, call Cutler Health
Center
Student Health Services at 581-4000, or
581-4194.

You've Only a
Few Shots Wt
at Becoming
Immunized!

during which he beat a racketeering charg
e
and developed a reputation for womanizi
ng
and gambling. Louisiana state Democrat
ic
Chairman Jim Beady on Monday
depicted
Edwards as an effective governor who
kept
his promises and dealt well with
the state
legislature.
Brady also indicated Democrats woul
d
highlight fears among business and
community leaders that a Duke victory could
he a
major economic blow to the state.

Hauck Auditorium
Thursday,October 31
...Halloween...
6:30 and 9:30 p.m.
50C with Student I.D.
All others $3.00
Note Show is on 10/31, not
10/27
as advertised in Diversions
Calendar
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•Government scandal

Transportation Secretary accused ofskewing crash test results

WASHINGTON,D.C.(AP)— Consumer
activistsaccused Transportation SecretarySam uel K. Skinner and other officials Monday of
misusing vehicle crash test results in a campaign against tougherfuel-efficiency standards.
A Transportation Department spokesman
denied the accusations of groups founded by
Ralph Nader. They spoke at length with the
Bush administration and automakers over
whether the government should order the industry to improve new cars' gasoline mileage.
Skinner and Jery R. Curry, head of the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration,spent $200,000 on tests and on an "illegal
lobbying campaign to scare people into believing that stronger mileage requirements would
make highways more dangerous," said Joan
Claybrook, president of Public Citizen.
'This is indeed a sordid tale, particularly
for a government agency whose credibility
depends on its scientific analysis ofthe facts,"
Claybrook said. She led the NHTSA in the
Carter administration.
Agency spokesman SkippCalver said,"We
categorically deny that these tests were staged
for lobbying." He said the tests were among
those conducted routinely to determine whether new cars meet government standards for
protecting occupants in collisions.
The dispute arose as the Senate prepares to
debate a national energy package that would
allow the agency to continue setting mileage
standards.
Consumer and environmental groups support a bill sponsored by Sen. Richard Bryan,
D-Nev.,that would require each manufacturer to improve its new-car fleet's average mileage 40 percent within a decade. Under current
regulations,each fleet must average 27.5 miles

per gallon.
Bryan is expected to offer his bill as an
amendment to the energy package, which the
Senate may begin debating later this week.
Automakers bitterly oppose the Bryan
plan,contending it would force them to manufacture only small cars or to make highly
expensive design and material changes.
For several months, an industry-funded
coalition has sponsored a television commercial showing footage from a government test
in which a nearly 4,000-pound Ford Crown
Victoria and a 2,000-pound Subaru Justy
collide head-on.
The commercial presents the test as proof
that Bryan's legislation would make cars
less safe.
Curry released the footage in May,describing the tests as "part of an ongoing research
project...to assess the crashworthiness of different vehicles in frontal collisions."
Clarence Ditlow, director of the Naderfounded Center for Auto Safety, said documents obtained from Curry's agency under a
Freedom of Information Act request showed
that his statement "is a boldfaced lie."
'These crashes were not selected by NHTSA research staff for scientific purposes but
were selected by Administrator Curry for
political purposes," Ditlow said.
Documents show that a year ago Skinner
proposed using crash tests to illustrate how
tougher fuel-economy rules would make cars
less safe, Ditlow said at a news conference.
Initial tests of mid-size and compact cars
conducted by the NHTSA and the Federal
Highway Administration actually showed the
smaller cars faring better, he said.
In one test, a 2,770-pound Honda Accord

UM's Jewish
Student Organization
Invites All Jewish Students, Faculty, Staff, Family & Friends

Annual Shabbat Dinner

and a 2,260-pound 'sun Stylus were crashed
head-on.Specially designed dummiesstrapped
into the front seats were analyzed to determine
the extent of injuries that human occupants
would receive in a comparable crash.
The results showed that the Stylus rider
was only half as likely to sustain head injury
than the Accord occupant, although neither
car surpassed the threshold at which serious

•Art accident

Woman gets killed by

umbrella in Christo exhibit

Fort Tejon, Calif.(AP)— En vironmental artist Christo said Monday he was saddened that a spectator was killed when wind
toppled one of his 485-pound umbrellas. He
said the accident underscored the unpredictability of nature, which his art expresses.
The victim was killed Saturday when one
of the yellow umbrellas Christo placed along
Interstate 5 in Tejon Pass ripped loose in a
high wind and smashed her into a boulder.
"This is not(a)safe place," Christo said
at a news conference. "This is not theater.
This is not make-believe. This is the real
world and I've got to live with the consequences of the real world."
Saturday's death of 33-year-old spectator Lori Keevil-Mathews was a tragic closing chapter to the ambitious art project that
took Christo six years to create and cost $26
million. Workers began taking down the
umbrellas Sunday.
At the start, harsh weather plagued the

NO
PARKING

(Pot Luck)
Friday, Nov. 1, 1991 at 6:30 p.m.
Home of Shellie & David Batuaki
29 Kelley Rd, Orono
866-5548
Directions: 1-95 to exit 50;go 1/2 mile east on Kelley Rd.;just

before fork in road, turn right into driveway
Faculty and Staff - Please bring food or drink to share.
Students - You are our guests. Just bring yourselves and friends.

Uncle Funky's First Sale
Now through Saturday November 2nd
25% off all "silver-faced" audio equipment
Tuners• Cassette Decks• Receivers
All below $100
With this great reduction,
these pieces will go quickly
4

Uncle Funky's Musk Shop'
2MASlreef'0rono866-583/
Monday-Saturday noon-5:30 p.m.

injury was likely, Ditlow said.
Curry ordered new tests with a greater size
difference between the two cars and that the
smaller car's air bag be disconnected. Ditlow
said. The larger car had no air bag.
The test indicated the lusty occupant likely
would not have been seriously injured,despite
the serious damage to the car. The television
commercial doesn't reveal the test results.

12am-6am
Nov. 1 - May 1

project,in which 1,760 yellow umbrellas were
planted on arid Tejon Pass 70 miles northwest
of Los Angeles and 1,340 blue parasols were
unfurled in lush valleys in Japan.
Heavy rain in Japan delayed the unfurling there and in the United States. The
exhibit was scheduled to close Wednesday,
three weeks after the umbrellas went up.
Christo said he still considers'The Urnbrellas: Joint Project for Japan and U.S.A."
his most beautiful work and that, like his
other projects, it showed all sides of nature.
"The beauty, the tragedy, the joy is part
of that project," said Christo, who appeared
calm but tired after flying to California from
Japan. But he added: "If I were aware that
there would be a death with that project I
would never do that project."
Christo's wife,Jeanne-Claude,called the
victim's husband, and Christo said he
planned to meet with the family at an appropfiate time.

The winter overnight parking ban will
he in effect from November 1st to May
1st. All faculty, staff and commuter
parking areas on campus will be closed
from midnight to 6:00 a.m. during this
period.
The Public Safety Department asks
the cooperation of employees, students
and campus visitors. Vehicles parked in
violation of the ban will be subject to
towing at the owner's expense.
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UMaine Pub& Safety Department

Halloween Night
Is today's worldwide Revival
of Evil setting the stage for the
Antichrist?
See candid shots inside Anton
LaVey's First Church of Satan...
hypnotic regression to 'prior
lives"...-revelations" from UFOs.
Learn the shocking truth
about witchcraft in famous rock
groups...psychic powers and
seances among teenagers...
demonic possession through
yoga...by those who are still
involved and those who have
experienced triumphant
deliverance through Christ!
A revealing documentary
everyone must see!

Revival
of Evil
/Veto Etigeidy qtios

Oct. 31
7:30 p.m.
Free Film
Drummond Chapel
(Third Floor)
Memorial Union
50 min./ full color

-
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• Bush and Gorbachev meet to outline peace plans
• Hungarian village bombed in Yugoslavian-Croatian war
• Colombian election ends 100 year-old power monopoly

•Mideast Peace Conference

Bush, Gorbachev pushing for Mideast Peace in Madrid
By Terence Hunt
AP White House Correspondent
MADRID,Spain(AP)— President Bush
and Mikhail Gorbachev met Tuesday to
"synchronize our watches" about arms control and the Soviet economy,and to provide
a forceful push to end the hostility between
Israel and its Arab neighbors.
At ajoint news conference, Bush said he
and the Soviet leader had agreed to renew
arms control talks in the wake of unilateral
cutbacks that each man announced following the abortive anti-Gorbachev coup last
August.
"Our schedules are very close," Bush
said of the U.S.-Soviet arms proposals. He
said the two men want to go forward with
ratification of two existing arms control

treaties covering long-range nuclear weapons and conventional forces in Europe.Gorbachev bristled when a Soviet reporter asked
who was in charge in Moscow while he was
in Spain. "I'm still the president," said the
man who is confronting challenges to his
power from restive republics.
"Nobody's taking my place."
It looked like Bush didn't want anyone
to, either.
He complimented Gorbachev on the way
he had answered questions when the news
conference was over, and said,"You're still
a master."
On the Middle East, Gorbachev vowed
an active role for the two nations that are
hosting the peace talks that begin on Wednesday. He said he and Bush would use "all the
remedies at our disposal" to forge peace in a

region torn by five wars in last half-century.
During more than two hours of discussions, the two men also talked about possible food aid to the Soviet Union, which is in
dire economic straits. Bush said "No specifics have been agreed on."
The United States has pledged $2.5 billion in credits over the past year, and Gorbachev has asked for an additional $3.5
billion in loan guarantees and $1 billion in
food and medical aid.
Administration officials also said Bush
was nearing a decision on approving additional grain credits for Soviet purchases of
American grain.
Yet, officials said there are lingering
questions about how much assistance the
Soviets need and whether it should be given
to the central government or directly to the

republics. There also is concern about hick
ering over a treaty to coordinate economic
affairs.
Bush said the two men had discussed the
Ukraine and other republics seeking independence from the central Soviet government. The president said some of the American food and medical aid would go to the
republics, but sidestepped a question of
whether that could include regions seeking
to establish their own armies.
Despite U.S.hopes that nuclear weapons
will be under the control of the central
government, the Ukrainian parliament is
insisting on joint control with Moscow of
nuclear weapons based in the Ukraine.
Gorbachev said he and Bush had met to
"synchronize our watches"on a full range of
subjects.

•Yugoslavia

Yugoslavian plane bombs Hungarian village,Serbs say it was accident
By Julijana Mojsilovic
Associated Press Writer
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (AP) — A
Yugoslav warplane bombed a Hungarian viilage in the first instance of Yugoslavia's 4month-old war spilling over its borders. Serbia's foreign minister on Monday called the
attack an accident.
Serious damage but no casualties were
reported when a cluster bomb was dropped
Sunday on Bares,a border village far from the
front where Yugoslavia's Serb-dominated
federal army has been battling secessionist

Croat militiamen.
government are blocking the whole peace planned to go to the port by boat Tuesday.
Elsewhere on Monday:
process," Belgian Foreign Minister Mark
The announcement of the Bares bombing
Yugoslav infantry moved within half a Eyskens said.
came thesame day as Hungarian Prime Minister
mile of the Old City of Dubrovnik,the AdriA committee of Dubrovnik natives living Jozsef Antall asked NATO to protect
eastern
atic port and popular resort that thousands of outside the city urged former
residents to Europe'sfledgling democracies from attacks. It
Croats have been fleeing by ferry.Four weeks return there to show the federal
army they will was unclear whether the incident had any conof shelling by the army have left the city of not surrender.
nection to Antall's plea, which was made dunng
50,000 people without power and little drinkCroatian officials said a convoy of boats a visit to the headquarters of the North
Atlantic
ing water.
carrying Dubrovnik residents back home was Treaty Organization in Belgium.
Germany and Belgium said they would to leave Split on Tuesday night.
Col. Gyoergy Keleti of the Hungarian
propose that the European Community order
Federal gunboats turned away a ferry carry- Defense Ministry told Hungary
's state radio
economic sanctions against Serbia and the ing EC monitors to Dubrovni
k, but EC envoy that Bares was hit Sunday evening by a cluster
Yugoslav federal government. "It appears Simon Smits told reporters
the ambassadors of bomb,which is designed to spew hundreds of
clear to us now that Serbia and the federal the United States, Britain,
Italy and Greece lethal pellets.

Noreen's
Secretarial Service
Correspondence
Manuscripts
Resumes

SMART'S AUTO BODY

Thesis
Research Papers
Statistical Typing

Noreen Modery
P.O. Box 8312
Bangor, Maine

945-5532

• Foreign and Domestic Repairs
•24 hour Wrecker Service
• Collision Repairs
324 N Main St
Old Town

Business Hours: 827-2331
Nights&Weekends: 827-5634

Sid Smart
Owner

10% Student Discount on Foreign and Domesti
c Repairs. Bring I.D

•

The

Maple Brothers
at the Damn Yankee
Friday November 1st
$3.00 cover - Cash Bar with I.D.

A Laricheon Seers ol Explosive Political
It Social Issues

illt-tok*"•

FALL 1991
Thursdays, 12:20 - 1:30
Sutton Lounge
Memorial Union
University ot Maine

October 31st

Cosponsored by:
Alpha Omicron Pi
& Delta Tau Delta

THE U.S.AND ASIA: FRIENDS
OR ENEMIES
Professor Ngo Vinh Long,Histo
ry

A Residential Life Function

This noonnme series is being co-sponsore
d by the Maine Pcacc Action
Committee(MPAC)in
cooperation with The Union Board. For
additional information contac-t
Professor Mikc Howard,
Advisor,(MPAC),581-3861 Please
announce to daises and interested
groups.
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•Colombian elections

Opposition groups gam' ground in Colombian elections

By Steven Gutkin

Associated Press Writer
BOGOTA,Columbia(AP)— Sunday's
election ended the monopoly on power by
the two parties that have ruled Colombia for
a century. It also gave a boost to pluralism in
a country where opposition groups often
resort to arms to make a point.
Among the groups gaining congressional seats were two breakaway Conservative
parties, a coalition of former leftist guerrillas,Christian evangelists,indigenous tribesmen and even a "meta-political" group led
by a witch.
Parties other than the long-dominant Lib-

erals and Conservatives garnered 38 percent of
the Senate and about 30 percent ofthe House of
Representatives.
Thirty-eight percent of the new lawmakers
were not members of the old congress.
The ruling centrist Liberal party did manage
to win more than 50 percent of the seats in both
the Senate and the House. In the nation's first
elections for governors Liberal Party candidates
won 15 states, but lost 12 it had controlled.
The M-19Democratic Alliance Party, made
up of former guerrillas, captured 10 Senate
seats. The group was one of three leftist rebel
outfits which renounced armed revolution within the last 18 months in exchange for the right
to become political parties.

Two other guerrilla groups, the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia and the
National Liberation Army,are engaged in talks
with the government but continue guerrilla
attacks that have gone on for nearly 30 years.
At least 12 people died in fighting between rebels and government troops in the
hours leading up to Sunday's balloting.
Among the alternative parties gaining senate seats was the mystical Colombian Metapolitical Movement. It is led by a self-proclaimed witch, Regina Betancourt, who will
represent her party in the senate.
The elections followed the completion in
July ofa new constitution drafted by a nationally elected constituent assembly.

Despite the offer of pluralism,the Colombian electorate showed tremendous apathy
toward Sunday's elections. Only about a third
of 15 million registered voters bothered to go
the polls.
Many older party bosses were able to use
their money and power to get reelected. And
drug barons were accused ofexercising influence in the elections.
Alfonso Cano, publisher of the Bogota
newspaper El Espectador, wrote in a column
Sunday that some gubernatorial candidates in
the states of Antioquia and Valle were "being
supported by the drug cartels." The states
serve as home to Colombia's notorious Medellin and Cali cocaine cartels.

•Soviet Union

Soviet Republics agree to share billions in foreign debt
By Wendy Sloane
Associated Press Writer
MOSCOW(AP) — After settling a dispute over the contribution of the new Baltic
nations, the 12 remaining republics agreed
Monday night to share responsibility for
repaying the estimated $65 billion Soviet
foreign debt.
The agreement followed two days of
talks with deputy finance ministers from the
Group of Seven major industrialized nations. The G-7 group - the United States,
Canada, Germany Britain, France, Italy and
Japan - made the pact a condition for further

UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

Western aid.
Ten minutes before the "memorandum of
understanding" was signed, a sentence was
inserted saying the former Soviet republics of
Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia also bore some
responsibility for the debt. This apparently was
done on Ukrainian insistence.
No Baltic representative signed, but leading Soviet economist Grigory Yavlinsky told
The Associated Press in an interview later,
"'There is no doubt the Baltics will sign."
Ukrainian Prime Minister Vitold Fokin
stormed out of the closed meeting before the
signing,but then returned and signed it conditionally, before the language on the Baltics

was added.
tyabrskaya Hotel capped talks in the Kremlin
The rest of the republics signed after a between G-7 officials and soviet representaBaltics clause was inserted.
tives,including Ivan Silayev,chiefofthe inter'There was an oversight," said David im national government. The talks had been
Dodge, assistant deputy finance minister of proposed by the industrial nationsatthis month's
Canada. "... it was very unfortunate."
annual meeting in Thailand ofthe International
The signatoriesdeclared themselvesjointly Monetary Fund and the World Bank.
liable for the debt and made the Soviet For'there is concern about the creditworthieign Economic Bank, or its legal successor, ness of the former U.S.S.R. in the credit marthe full authority to serve as debt manager, kets, in large part because of the worry about
according to the agreement.
what would happen under whatever new arThey also promised to press ahead with rangements they might have in this country,"
economic reforms and to cooperate with for- Dodge said."I think they've achieved a lot and
eign creditors.
it's important for the future in terms of their
Monday night's pivotal session at the Ok- ability to borrow in the market."

No TricksOnly Treats on Halloween
BOOks,BOOks,BOOks
save

40%

Audio-Video Harvest
October 31 - November 13

on selected titles from stock

Compact Discs
Pop-Rock-Classical
$5.99-$12.99

Entire stock of Uncalendars
now only 31(1'
October 31st-November 2nd

Cassettes
$2.99-$4.99
Videos - Major rides
$13.98

GRAND PRIZE DRAWING

an Energizer Bunny
•Register for other drawings - soda, CD's, cassettes and more!
•Come in for a free gift!
•Last chance to redeem your Hallmark "free card" envelopes
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EditorialPage
•Elections

Don'tletapathy speak
November is just around the corner and before you
know it, everyone's favorite time of year will be here again
— election day.
On Tuesday, Nov. 5, voters in the state of Maine will go
to the polls to determine the outcome of a variety of issues,
most notably, several state referendum questions.
Dealing with areas from the state turnpike to the state
retirement system,and bridges construction tojails,the nine
referendum questions will, in one way or another,impact
the
lives of everyone concerned.
This year's election isn't receiving the coverage next
year's is already earning and is lacking the high powe
r
campaigns and publicity of presidential and congressio
nal
election years.
Because of this, many people,especially students,are
in
the dark as to if there even is an election.
Despite busy lives and schedules, people need to be
informed about the upcoming referendum questions
and
vote responsibly.
The outcome of these questions will impact everyone for
years to come, especially the younger generation.
The year was 1978 and he had it
It will be your tax dollars, your state highways,and your
all. An early retirement at 60,a nice
retirement funds, among other issues, that will be affec
ted, nest egg, his entire family within
or not affected, by the election.
10 miles of each other and a house
There is no excuse for being uninformed in today
paid
for. Hal had the rest of his life,
's
society. Read the newspapers, watch newscasts, call
and
a
good deal of money to enjoy
action
with
his
wife, two children, and
groups for information.
two
grandc
hildren.
On Nov.6, if you didn't vote and dislike the outcome
of
He had a great relationship with
the election, don't complain.
his wife of 35 years, Mary,and had
Your apathy did all the talking for you.(MAA)
always been the sole provider

Thanks for the memories

•Stop the madness

It's not Christmas and
noteveryone is merry
Retail stores throughout the area are already beginnin
g
to look a lot like Christmas. The only problem is we
haven't
even gotten through Halloween,and the stores seem
to have
forgotten all about Thanksgiving.
It's wrong to capitalize on small children's desire in
an
effort to recoup on a poor fiscal year. The retail chai
ns have
had a hard year, but so have most families.
Children don't understand that their parents have
lost
theirjobs, or are working in unstable conditions. All
they'll
understand is that the new Nintendo system isn't unde
r the
Christmas tree. Although we live in a capitalist econ
omy,
there are limits. This year, many families have disco
vered
what those limits are.
Saturday morning cartoons are already being saturated
with all the advertisements for new toys that "everyon
e
should have." It's despicable for adults to prey on kids,
especially 56 days before the actual holiday.
As we all sit back and listen to Ted Kennedy's less-thansurprising confessions and watch stories of mass murder
and
suicide on prime time, the advertisers are insidiously plugging away at the minds of minors.
On the minds of their parents, though, are all the things
they want their children to have, but that they won't be able
to afford, no matter how heavy advertising is during the next
two months.(CJC)

he thought. He couldn't, and tit t
one can alone.
Despite the total support of his
family. Alzheimer's is a 48-hour
day, every day. Once an engineer.
Hal is now a nurse and could tell you
a virus. It was time to see a doctor. more about taking
care of a patient
A series of doctors, tests, and than a third-year
resident.
months later, the doctors made a
Despite a 13-year slide, Mai y is.
diagnosis — Alzheimer's Dise.ase except for
her mind,still as healthy
What the hell is that?
as a horse. Hal is roughly 1(X) years
thanks to a 40 yearjob with Kodak.
The future did not look good. old.The famil
y prays she'll go first.
This left her with enough time to be Mary's period
s of forgetfulness beThis
story
is nothing short of
Donna Reed, Lucille Ball and came longer and
longer. She would tragic. What makes it even
more
Eleanor Roosevelt for her two chil- walk out of
the house and not return heinous, is there are
2.5 to 2.8 mildren attending enough recitals, for hours,
not knowing where she lion Mary and Hals
acrossthe counbaseball games and drama shows was going
or why, until the police try living the same
hell.
for three lifetimes.
brought her home.
Discovered in 1906 by a German
But that was all different now;the
Her midnight strolls and after- neurologist,
Alois Alzheimer, all
kids were grown and had kids oftheir noon walks
led to locking the house victim's brain
cells have the same
own. All they had to do for the rest of from the
inside and niotion detec- characterist
ics,
with the cells eventheir lives was enjoy themselves. A tors in the
bedroom so Hal would tually degene
rating
,leading to death
trip to Europe, maybe build a sum- know if
she got up at night.
Resea
rch
is
gaini
ng, but there
mer cottage in New Hampshire.They
Every two-year-old boy was her is no
treat
ment
or
cure.
The cause
could take the grandkids to Disney grand
son,every eight-year-old girl of the
diseases is not yet known.
World, or finally go on that cross her
granddaughter. In Mary's hut aging
and genetics seem to be
country road trip they had postponed world
, no one ever aged, they all key
factor
s.
Several possible causfor years on end.
stayed the same until their names
es
inclu
de
toxic
exposers, abnorThey had enjoyed their times and faces
faded out of sight like the mal protei
n production and viruswith their kids, but now it was time cross
country road trip that would es amon
g others.
for them.selves. They had all the never
take place.
Alzheimer's disease has been
time in the world.
Former inhibitions surfaced reggathering a lot of publicity in recent
Or so they thought.
ularly as she would drink straig
ht months,from stories in newspapers
Later that year. Mary started to out of a
scotch bottle, bite family and
magazines to an 1-180 special,
forget things, minor things that you membe
rstrying to help her,or swear
Losing lt All. Inform yourself,if not
normally wouldn't think twice like
a sailor — things she never
for your own sake,then for the sake
about; an appointment or two, an would
have done before. The famiof your friends. One out of every 10
errand she had to run, or where she ly
laughed and extracted all the huAmericans over 65 has the disease.
put her keys.
mor they could from these episod
es. with almost half(47.2 percen
It was no big deal, we all get You'v
t)suce got to have a sense ofhumor
cumbing over age 85.
spacey sometimes, but they little about
this, Hal always said.
It is probably the only fatal disthings began to add up. She would
It only got worse. Today it's 13
ease where the family is hurt more
stop in mid-sentence,become con- years
after the diagnosis and the
than the patient. Support groups
fused, lose her train of thought, diseas
e no one really knew about in
exists for spouses and family —
misplace items around the house, 1978
is everywhere.
take advantage of them.
or leave her pocketbook in the
Hal and Mary were pioneers in
Aside from a cure, information
refrigerator.
an area where no one even wants
to is all the hope we have.
Hal began to get worried. Nor- be a
Let's hope
participant. Incontinent and
we get both.
mally,a very organized and precise
bedridden, Mary is still at home
person, his wife was getting, with
Hal. He couldn't bear to put
welt., weird. She was way too her
Melissa Adams is a seniorjourin a nursing home, what if they
nalism majorfrom Quincy, Massa
young to be senile, maybe it wasjust found
a cure? He could handle it,
cluoetts.

Melissa
Adams
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Saturday1
Sunday

6:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Trick or Treating for Children of the University of Maine Community. Doris Twitchell Allen Village.
Feature Film. Silence ofthe Lambs. Hauck Auditorium. Admission charge.
Feature Film. Silence ofthe Lambs. Hauck Auditorium. Admission charge.
Haunted House. TKE fraternity, next to Alfond Arena.
The Coffee House. Movie followed by a band. The Ram's Horn.
No Popcorn Cinema. Freaks. Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.
Thursday Night at the Den. Featuring a DJ. The Bear's Den.

7:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

No Popcorn Cinema. Creepshow. Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union.
Poetry Reading. The Ram's Horn.
Philip Glass Solo Piano. Maine Center for the Arts. Admission.
Concert with Nancy Ogle, Soprano. Hauck Auditorium, Memorial Union.

10:00 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

UMaine Rugby - The New England Division II Rugby Finalist Tournament.
UMaine Field Hockey. Black Bears vs. Central Michigan.
Feature Film. Awakenings. Hauck Auditorium. Admission charge.
Feature Film. Awakenings. Hauck Auditorium. Admission charge.
No Popcorn Cinema. Invasion ofthe Body Snatchers. Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.

10:00 a.m.

UMaine Rugby - The New England Division II Rugby Finalist Tournament.

.1
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Wednesday, Oct. 30 to Wednesday, Nov. 6

MEETINGS

RELIGION

Wednesday 30
3:15 p.m. The Study Skills Series.
Super/earning. North Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. The Union Board.
General membership meeting, everyone
welcome. Student Programming Office,
Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. The Equestrian Club. All horse
lovers and riders are encouraged to come
and show support. Open to faculty, staff,
and students. North Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. UMaine An:fieological Society.
Disr-msions in archeology with slides, films,
and videos. Lively interaction and social
events. Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Maine Outing Club. North
Lown Room, Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. BahaT Club. Will meet in the
Game RDOCII, Memorial Union. Everyone
welcome.

7:00 p.m. UMaine Chess Club. Skittle games,
short tournaments,speed chess, all abilities
wdcorne. FFA Room,Manorial Uniort

4:00 p.m. Spanish Club. Opportunity to
listen and practice Spanish, talking about
specific topics. Come even if you only speak
a little Spanish. 207 Little Hall.
6:30 p.m. The Wilde Stein Club. Weekly
meetings plan events and discuss issues and
concerns. All welcome. Sutton Lounge,
Memorial Union.

4:30 p.m. Women at the Well.
A time to share songs, sacred
readings, and silence.

Friday 1

Thersday 31

4:00 p.m. Alcoholics Anonymous. Open
step meeting, all welcome. Old Town
Room, Memorial Union.

12:00 p.m. Lectionary Bible Study.
1912 Room, Memorial Union.

Monday 4
12:00 p.m. Alcoholics Anonymous. Open
meeting, all welcome. Old Town Room,
Memorial Union.
6:30 p.m. Student Environmental Action
Coalition. Meets every Monday. Call
581-3300 for more info. Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.
7:00 p.m. International Folk Dance Club.
Hauck Lobby, Memorial Union.
7:30 p.m. Circle IC North Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union. For Information,(211 the
Student Activities Office at 581-1793.

Tuesday 5

Thursday 31

Wednesday 30

6:00 p.m. General Student Senate.
Damn Yankee, Memorial Union.
600 p.m. East arid West Campus A= Board.
Stewart Commons Private Dining Room.

Wednesday 6
3:15 p.m. The Study Skills Series.
Strengthen Your Reading. North Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.

Need Someone to Talk To?
If you need to talk to
someone about anything, call
The Student Helpline from
5:00 p.m. to 8:00 a.m. at
581-4020.

12:15 p.m. Ecumenical Bible
Study. 1912 Room, Memorial
Union.
7:30 p.m. The Campus Crusade
for Christ. Programs designed for
you to grow closer to God, help
others to grow closer, and have a
great time. Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.

Friday 1
6:30 p.m. The Inter Varsity
Christian Fellowship. An
interdenominational group of
students, staff, and faculty. We
welcome those who wish to grow in
their relationship with God, as well
as those wanting to investigate
Christianity. Bangor Lounges,
Memorial Union.
6:30 p.m. Hillel. Shabbat dinner for
Jewish students, faculty, and staff.
29 Kelly Road, Orono. Call Shellie
Batuski at 581-1789 for questions.

Sunday 1
9:30 a.m. & 6:15 p.m. Sunday
Liturgy (Mass). The Newman
Center.
11:15 a.m. Sunday Liturgy (Mass).
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
5:00 p.m. Wilson Center Worship
and Celebration. Followed by a light
supper. The Wilson Center,
67 College Ave.
5:00 p.m. Episcopal Campus Worship
Service. Drummond Chapel, Memorial
Union.

NEED A RIDE?
Send the following information to 16 Chadbour
ne
Hall or call 581— 4359
Ride Needed or Riders Wanted (Circle One)
Where to:
When:
Share in Gas? Driving?
Name:
Phone #:

0

BOUND

Learn CPR
or Recertify

Saturday, November 9th, there will be
CPR
classes for those who wish to
become
certified, and there will be a brief revie
w and
testing for those who wish to recert
ify. Learn
one person CPR for adults,
children, and
infants.
Student Tuition: $20 for certi
fication, $12
for recertification. Register
at Maine Bound,
Memorial Union. Phone 5811794

Wednesday, Oct. 30 to

Wednesday, Nov.6
The Campus Crier

SPEAKERS

a mtsc.

Wednesday 30

ATHLETICS

Thursday 31

12:15 p.m. Women in the
Curriculum.
Amazons and Empowerment: The
Curious History ofa Cultural Ideal.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.
Free.

Saturday 1

4:00 p.m. Reflection and Action Group.
The Wilson Center,67 College Ave.
6:00 p.m. Trick or Treating for
Children of the University of Maine
Community. Sponsored by the
residents of Doris Twitchell Allen
Village, participants will have pumpkins
taped to their doors. From 6 to 8 p.m.
at Doris Twitchell Allen Village.

Thursday 24
12:20 p.m. The Controversy Series.
The US and Asia: Friends or Enemi
es?
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union.

Tuesday 5

4:00 p.m. International Student's
Coffee Hour. Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union.

Tuesday 5

Wednesday 6

England Division II Rugby Finalist
Tournament. Women's Soccer Field
behind Cutler Health Center. Games
start at 10:00 a.m., concessions will be
available.
1:30 p.m. UMaine Field Hockey.
Black Bears vs. Central Michigan.

Sunday 2

Friday 1
12:15 p.m. Women in the Curricul
um.
Sexual Identity and Mental Health:
A Comparison ofLesbian and Bi-Sexual
Women. Bangor Lounge, Memorial
Union. Free.

10:00 a.m. UMaine Rugby - The New

10:00 a.m. UMaine Rugby - The New
England Division II Rugby Finalist
Tournament. Women's Soccer Field
behind Cutler Health Center. Games
start at 10:00 a.m., concessions will be
available.

7:30 a.m. Yoga and Meditation.
The Wilson Center,67 College Ave.

12:20 p.m. Healthspeak Series.
Advertising: Censorship or Seduction?
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.

vLdt,
1

the

wrng
center

"When the burden gets too heavy, share the
load"

The Writing Center opens its doors to work
with anyone on any piece of writing.
Monday - Thursday
9 - 12, 1 - 4, 7 - 9 p.m.
Friday
9- 12, 1 - 4 p.m.
402 Neville Hall 581-3828
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h
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Time:

ponsored
:By:
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;Contact Person:
escription:

Turn in to The Campus Crier,16 Chadbourne
I
titan before 5:00 p.m. Friday.

If you want
your
organization's
meeting or
activity listed
1
in The Crier,
1
then just clip
this out, fill it
I
in, and drop it
1
by.

Editor: Christopher Tatian
Associate Editor: Shawn Anderson
Artwork Tim Carrier
Cover Art: Steve Kurth
The Campus Crier is a service provided by
A.S.A.P. to the students at the University
of Maine. It is a student-run calendar
listing information on artistic, educational,
and spiritual programs. It provides free
listings of all student-related events and
services. We try to publish a complete ,
listing of campus events and studentrelated activities.'When placing a listing
please include the following information:
name, organization, phone number, time,
date, location, cost, and a short description
of the event.
Send all submissions through j
campus mail to: The Campus
Crier, 16 Chadbourne Hall or Jcall us at 581-4359. Deadline is
Friday at 5:00 p.m.a week before
the listing is to appear.
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Wednesday, Oct. 30 to Wednesday, Nov. 6

The Campus Crier

MOVIES

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

Wednesday 30

Thursday 31

12:00 p.m. No Popcorn Gonna. Invasion of
the Body Snatchers. Sutton Lane,
Memorial Union. Free.

5:00 p.m. Haunted House. The
scariest haunted house of last year is
back (just like Jason) and even scarier.
Admission $1, all proceeds go to Special
Olympics. Sponsored by TKE and
Aon. At TKE fraternity, next to
Alfond Arena.

Thursday 31
6:30 & 9:00 p.m. Feature Film.
Silence ofthe Lambs. Hauck Auditorium.
Admission charge.

Friday 1
7:30 p.m. Poetry Reading. Four Portland
area poets, Steve Luttrell, Pat Murphy,
Mark Sounders, and Kristina Bradley will
be reading their works. Open Mike if nine
permits. Sponsored by the Live Poets
Society. The Ram's Horn.

Saturday 2
6:30 & 9:00 p.m. Feature Film.
Awakenings. Hauck Auditorium.
Admission charge.

THE RIDE BOARD

Mooday 4
12:00 pin. No Popcorn Gnerna. A Funny
Thing Happened on the Way to the
Forum.Sutton Lounge,Manulial Union.
Free.

Tuesday 5

12:15 p.m. Monday Jazz. Damn Yankee,
Memorial Union.

8:00 p.m. Thursday Night at the Den.
Featuring a DJ. The Bear's Den.

Friday 1

700p.m.NoPpxmiiir.. Invasion of
the Body Snatchers. Nutter Lounge,
Maixxial Union.Free

8:00 p.m. Concert with Nancy Ogle,
Soprano. Hauck Auditorium, Memorial
Union.

Monday 4
7:00 p.m. The Coffee House. Movie
followed by a band. The Ram's Horn.

7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. Freaks.
Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union. Free.

7:00 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema.
Creepshow. Nutter Lounge, Memorial
Union.

8:00 p.m. Philip Glass
Solo Piano. Reflective...
involving... fresh... haunting.
Maine Center for the Arts. Admission.

Rides Needed:
Where: South Jersey
When: November 22
Who:Joe Kucowski
Phone: 581-4828
Will share gas and driving.

Where:IQ UMaine from Boston
When: December 1
Who:Jim Maus
Phone: 581-4615
Will share gas, driving, and tolls.

1200 pin. No Popcom Grimm. Victor/
Victoria. Sutton Lounge,Manixial Union.
Free.

Wednesday 6
1200 p.m. No Popcorn Cinema. On the
Town. Sutton Lounge,Manorial Union.
Free.
7:00 & 9:00 p.m. feature Film.
Boyz in the Hood. Hauck Auditorium.

Where: Anywhere in New Jersey
When: Anytime during Thanksgiving
Break.
Who: Oscar Campus
Phone: 866-0048
Willing to pay half gas, other expenses,
and possible fee.

1C
.

liBlood Drive
Wednesday, October 30th
Sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega
Hart Hall, 2 - 7 p.m.
Monday. November 4th
Sponsored by 20th Maine Honor
Society. Lown Room, Memorial
Union 11 - 5 p.m.

Choosin
a Major
.
.. s and Careers

N•ir 1

A workshop designed for students thinking of changing
majors or who
are undecided about their choice of major. Decision-makin
g and
exploring connections between majors and careers will be
covered.
Sponsored by the Career Center and the Counseling
Center.

Tuesday, November 5th at 2:00 p.m.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union.

The Maine Campus, Wednesday, October 30, 1991
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ResponsePage
•Atlanta mascot

•Atlanta mascot

•Public affection

Column mocked
Racism perpetuated Learn
oppression of others
how to
love
To the editor:

To the editor.

This letter is written in response
to the October 21, 1991 cartoon and
article "It's just a ballgame" by
Michael Reagan who states he is not
"oppressed by anybody?'but mocks
at the oppression of others.
Obviously,the writer ofthis article is not knowledgeable and is insensitive to the history and culture
of American Indians. I suggest that
he read "Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee" among other books concerning the oppression and genocide of Indian people.
believe the analogies presented in his article are inappropriate
because of the totally different historical and cultural back grounds
they each represent.
The Vikings were oppressors
and dominators. The Indians' suffering and culture differs from that
of the Irish. We (American Indians) still suffer from long term effects of past wrongs and for having
a different world view.
The "brave" mascot releases
an incorrect and incomplete image. In many traditional Indian
cultures, the warriors fulfilled a
spiritual role rather than just a
fighter,as the mascot depicts.They
were rational and emotional human beings, highly respected and
honored.They foughtfor the phys-

ical and cultural survival of their
own people.
Consideration of the stereotype
should not be underplayed. Do Inthan children and adults feel pride
when they see the cartoonish, undignified brave and the unsacred
use of the tomahawk?
What impression do non-Indian
children and adults receive from
this? They must be taught that American Indians are and were more than
tomahawks, braves, bows, and arrows. In actuality, this clumping of
Indian people is very incorrect.
Much diversity exists among Indian people in their traditional and
post contact lives.
Lastly, this issue has no bearing
on the American Indian person's
sense of humor. Many Indians have
survived their circumstances with
the help of a sense of humor that
prevented them from dying ofheart break.
Some American Indians don't
see this as a minor issue. They see it
as a symptom of the greater occurrence of the misunderstandings,
manipulations, and suppression of
themselves as nations and persons.
Woli won.(Thank you.)
Margaret Mortensen
President of the
American Indians of
Maine Club

I am writing in response to the
editorial article written by Michael
Reagan entitled "It's just a ball
game" which was printed in the
October 21, 1991 issue of The
Maine Campus.In addition,lwould
like the opportunity to respond to
the picture which Mark Pennell
drew depicting an Atlanta Braves
fan in the process of a "tomahawk
chop" with arrows strewn about
him.
In writing(and hopefully) publishing this letter, it is not my intent
to discreditor belittle either Michael
Reagan or Mark Pennell's character or integrity, but merely to educate or enlighten the community
from one Native American's perspective.
I must admit I was ignorant of
the"sports controversy"regarding
the use of a Native American as a
mascot for the Atlanta Braves.
Michael Reagan brought this issue
to light for me.
After reading Michael Reagan's
article, it made me realize that I
made an erroneous assumption in
assuming the more education one
attains,the less ignorant,and more
sensitized he or she becomes to
issues of cultural diversity. I found
this does not always ring true. I ask
you, Michael Reagan and Mark
Pennell, are you aware of the reasons some (not all) Native Americans are concerned about this?

Editorial Policy

•Atlanta mascot

Prejudice stemsfrom misconception
After reading Michael Reagan's
article titled "It's just a ballgarne"
(Maine Campus, 10/23191), I debated writing a response.
My dilemma rested in my feeling that his views did not dignify
acknowledgment, and, at the same
time,the feeling that this attitude he
displays is allowed to exist because
people remain quiet.
Putting it as simply as I can, the
reason American Indians, in particular, may not like the Braves' mascot is because it does not even come
close to present or past reality. The
characteristics of American Indian
warriors, or braves, were not like

that of the baseball team's mascot,
just as the Celtic mascot is not descriptive of the Irish.
However, the simple fact that
"nobody hassles"and"no one complains" does not make it okay. Furthermore,simply because one member of a group is not bothered by
blatant use of negative stereotypes
does not mean these perpetuating
attitudes are right or even acceptable.
Yes,negative stereotypes do generate negative attitudes,and they are
carried over from generation to generation. Ultimately,this creates prejudices, bias, discrimination, and the
like, all stemming from misconceptions. The point is, Mr. Reagan,that

Susan K. Gibson
Member of the
Passamaquoddy Tribe

To the editor:
Mikey, Mikey! You've done it
again. I will disagree once more. If
I want to kiss my boyfriend before
I go to class or even slap him on the
ass, that is my decision, my right.
Your literature once again shows
your probably have never experienced true love. I could understand
your point if I were to strip down on
the steps of the Memorial Union,
and mount my man. I don't though.
I don't think too many do.
'The'la's-do-it-as-much-as-bunnies' crowd are only concerned about
the other not everyone else." Mike,
through loving Bill, I learned how to
love loads ofpeople.I love my friends
and they "know" I do, not only because I tell them, but because it is
evident. Mike, I hug them in public.
I don't need to "grow up," I've
been to that realization of who I am
and what I have to do. If I want to
share that realization with someone I
love,I can.I'm certainly not"dumb."
Maybe your lips should be glued
to the library flag pole while hundreds of love mates smooch about
you. 1 bet you'll need that hose of
cold water afterwards.
Learn how to love,Mike Reagan.
•
Amy Stacey
Oxford Hall

•Fadlities management

Letters to the editor of The Maine Campus should be no longer than 250 words
and must contain a name, address and phone number.
Guest columns must be arranged with the editor and should
be no longer than 450 words.
The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit all
submissions for length, taste and libel.

To the editor:

The analogy Michael Reagan
uses of Vikings, Celtics, and
Canucks as mascots fails to support the argument. A Viking is
fictional and non-existent. The
word "Celtic" encompasses a diverse group of peoples, such as:
Welsh,Irish,Comish,Gaelic,and
Highland Scottish persons. The
word Celtic is used in a much
more broader sense and in a historical context. How many people
identify themselves as Celtics or
Vikings?
The implication stated in your
letter that Native Americans or
any race for that matter, do not
have a strong self to identify if
they speak up for themselves in
protest of what they consider discriminatory, is very erroneous! I
believe Michael Reagan used the
terms "hypersensitivity" and
"whine" as descriptive attributes.
I myself feel I have a good
sense of personal identity and autonomy. We do not brandish
tomahawks and shoot arrows at
individuals who have differing
views from us.
In my opinion, ignorant attitudes ofthis nature serve to further
exacerbate the racism and bigotry
inherently prevalent in our society
today.
Woliwon.(Thank you.)

these"minor issues",the mascot and
the tomahawk chop, have a major
impact on the perceptions today's
youth have about American Indians.
The one point of yours I do agree
with, Mr. Reagan is that American
Indians are the epitome of"strength
and power." American Indians have
much pride and do feel good about
themselves.
Once we begin to correctly educate our children about people of
diversity and start making changes,
including changing names of sports
teams, we can change people's perceptions and even the reality of today. Here not only in Wonderland.
Esther Attean

How many people
does the job take?
To the editor:
How many people does it take
to screw in a light bulb? Two if
they work for the University of
Maine! No,this is not ajoke,rather
this is an observance.
I can't help but notice that in
order for a job to get done around
here,it requires three times as many
University workers to complete the
job as it would other workers.
My complaint is not so much
with the janitors in the buildings,
as I believe that they do a fairly
decent job. It is rather with the
grounds people.
The past few weekends I have
watched the grounds crew fight
their ongoing battle with the leaves
offall. So far they have not lost,but
it requires far too many men to
complete such a simple job.
I watch as these people rake
leaves and shudder at the thought
of my tuition money paying for
their efforts. These workers liter-

ally stand around and do nothing.
Yesterday I walked by a group of
seven workers trying to start a
simple machine that picks up
leaves. Why in the world would it
require seven people to get this
machine running?
Watching these people work
really makes me wonder how well
the rest of my. tuiticrp money is
being spent. I am more than happy to spend my money on such
nice grounds. It is not the amount
of money being spent on the
grounds that bothers me, rather
how well this money is being
spent.
I think that when a person gets
paid to stand by a tree for five
minutes after only working for a
couple minutes, that someone is
losing out. lam afraid that it is the
people who spend their hard money to go to this school.
Lucas B. Hartford
Penobscot Hall
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul
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Calvin and Hobbes

* *

by Bill Watterson
Mil-lAT WU.WE D3
'WEN 11-0 COME
'

IFTODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:You
are intensely loyal and proud of your family!
A loving and devoted parent, you are tireless
in helping your children cultivate their talents.
Possessiveness is a potential problem, however. You may know intellectually when to
step back and let a.child take greater control
over his or her life, but emotionally this is very
difficult for you.
ARIES(March 20— April 19): A cycle
of good luck and prosperity opens for Rams
when Mars sextiles Jupiter. Recent efforts in
a professional and/or financial matter will be
crowned with success!
TAURUS(April 20—May 20): A project
which has taken forever to get off the ground
begins to accelerate in response to good news.
Public relations is a matter of perception
rather than fact.
GEMINI(May 21 —June 30): Following a new business lead to the end is the only
way you'll know whether it is of value or not.
The opinions of others cannot be relied upon
in this instance. Be as thorough as possible.

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
MI JUST Kit:MO' I'M A
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CANCER(June 21 —July 22): A cycle of
good luck continues under the fortunate Mars/
Jupiter sextile. Polish the image you present to
strangers, you'll come into contact with someone who could do great things for your career!
LEO (July 23 — Aug. 22): You've the
skill and luck needed to turn a small amount
of money into a tidy nest egg. It takes money
to make money, and some risks have to be
assumed and overcome.
VIRGO(Aug.23 — Sept.22): An aura of
warmth accents the charm and optimism of
your personality,attracting interesting people
to your side. Even strangers will smile at you.

Mother Goose & Grimm

by Mike Peters

At'

LIBRA (Sept. 23— (kt. 23): Look for
partial solutions to business and financial issues and set to work on them right away.Don't
waitfor perfect clarity or nothing will get done.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 — Nov. 21) : A
confident attitude will inspire confidence in
others, which will greatly facilitate your plans.
Don't let them sense your doubt.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22— Dec.21): All
it takes a determined push on your
part to
overcome a co-worker's unreasonable
objections.Pry will give in: noone likes to
look silly.
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by Jeff MacNelly
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CAPRICORN (Dec. 22— Jan. 19)
:A
direct approach,combined with a
smile, gets
unexpected good results with co-workers
and
associates. Tell them exactly what you
need.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20 — Feb. 18):
Quick
action on a new job lead is needed
if you're to
make the most of the opportunity.
Thursday
afternoon is the best time of
the week to
schedule an interview.
PISCES(Feb. 19—March 19):
Sitting at
home is an option hardly worth
considering
when Mars sextiles Jupiter.
You need the
reassurance that harmonious
social interaction brings you.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Cad Pall
** *

EntertainmentPages
Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

For Thursday October 31
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Passionate and fiercely romantic,once you're
attracted to someone, you'll go to any lengths
to win their affection. This romantic intensity
can actually frighten away some people.Toning down the way you express your feelings is
strongly recommended at the outset of a new
relationship.
ARIES(March 20— April 19): Keep a
low profile at work, let others pull practical
jokes without your help. You'll have plenty of
time to express your creativity tonight. Remember to brake for Ninja Turtles!

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

TAURUS(April 20—May 20):Stay well
within your physical limits to guard against the
possibility of mishap. This is not the time to
drive too fast or gamble with your paycheck.
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GEMINI(May 21 — June 30):The stars
incline you to be eccentric,apt to change your
mind from one moment to the next. A balance
between professional and social relationships
is needed. Keep the two in opposite corners.

4045°ivy'
HAW\

CANCER (June 21 — July 22) : A last
minute Halloween party invitation has you
hopping to get a costume in time. Actually,
you may be better off staying home and
passing out candy to the local ghouls.
LEO(July 23 — Aug. 22): Taking photographs of your personal property will document
potential lossescaused by damageortheft.Look
into insurance coverage and other related issues
VIRGO(Aug. 23 — Sept. 22): Be prepared to deal with an associate's attempt to go
over your head to reverse a decision you've
recently made. Your obvious dedication to an
ongoing project gives you clout
LIBRA (Sept. 23 —Oct.23): Socializing
at work and throughout the evening puts you
in touch with interesting and potentially helpful business contacts. Jot down their names
and numbers for future reference!
SCORPIO(Oct_ 23— Nov. 21): You'll
have no trouble seeing past the surface events,
and attempts to deceive you are wasted. The
truth may not be immediately evident to you,
but a lie will be!
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22— Dec. 21):
Indulging in a wild and crazy night is tempting, but not recommended by your stars.
Nothing To Excess is the motto to take with
you to a party or out on the town.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22—Jan.19): You
are going to have to have to pick and choose
where and with whom you'll be with this
evening. Someone will be disappointed, but
you can't be everywhere at once!
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20— Feb. 18): Avoid
fault finding, especially with your spouse or
closest friends. Ask a peer about situations.
What people think may be most important'

New York Times Daily Crossword
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I Soaring
6 Fellcw
10 Bath or wash
follower
13 Word in Psalms
14 Make quiet
IS Nibble
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I? Climax lead-in
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fossils
22 Sound of
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30 Ship's depth
finder
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Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the

Editor at 581-

1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.

PISCES(Feb. 19 — March 19): Responsibilities can wait, now is the time to let your
hair down and kick up your feet! Cut loose a
little tonight, you've earned the fight to party!

02 Solemn
observance
63 Boxer Spinks
54'
With Me"
62 Violinist Bull
00 Sea eagle
Si Compact

33 Boom

No. 091 7

and 12 p.m., or stop by the ofBce in
the basement of Lord Hall.

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your personal concerns — love and compatibility,
work, money, career, relationship6, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven
days a week, morning
through evening, at a cost of V.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first
minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call today — 1-900-7
26-3036.
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StateNews

• New evidence in Bevins trial shown to jury
• Warden will discuss issues with prisoners who end strike
•Turnpike debate continues with little time remaining

•Murder trial

Jurors see videotaped confession ofJacqueline Bevins

ALFRED, Maine (AP) - Jurors began
watching a videotape this morning of a psychiatrist's interview with restaurant owner
Jacqueline Bevins eight days after she shot
and killed her husband.
But about 10 minutes into the tape, Mrs.
Bevins began sobbing and Superior Court
Justice Kermit Lipez granted a brief recess in
her murder trial so that she could regain her
composure.
The videotape of an interview between
Mrs. Bevins, who is being tried for killing her
husband John on April 3, 1990,and Dr. Ulrich
Jacobsohn,a state forensic psychiatrist, was a

surprise piece of evidence revealed Monday.
Assistant Attorney General ThomasGoodwin, the prosecutor, said if he'd had the tape
before seeking a murder indictment against
Mrs. Bevins he likely would only have sought
an indictment on the lesser charge of manslaughter. But Goodwin said he didn't learn
about the tape's existence until last week.
Lipez ruled Monday afternoon, over the
objections of defense attorney Daniel Lilley,
that the videotaped interview could be played
for the jury today.
The tape shows Mrs. Bevins, wearing a
blue Duke University sweatshirt, seated in a

chair, presumably in Jacobsohn's office, with into a success and had bought a buildin
g next
a bookcase in the background.
door to open a candy shop.Then,she described
She described how her husband had been her financial relationship with her husban
d.
living in the Cayman Islands, but had returned
"1 was told 1 had to stay there and do the
home a few weeks earlier.
work," she said. "I did the work and paid the
"Things have been strange in the house," bills. He took the money and spent it. My
Mrs. Bevins says on the videotape."He didn't husband spends every dime he has ever
had.
bring his clothes. He said they're still there. He spends his money on girlfriends. He
buys
Things were very mysterious with him....
them cars, goes on trips with them."
'Then, I started hearing that he had
When Jacobsohn asks Mrs. Bevins whose
girlfriend. My husband has always had a lot of money her husband spends, she
replies:
girlfriends throughout my marriage,"she said. 'That's his money and he steals my
money."
Mrs. Bevins described how she had built
She then began sobbing, and the trial was
her restaurant, Jackie's Too in Perkins Cove, recessed briefly.

•Hunger strike

Warden will meet with prisoners who eat meals; hunger strike contin

ues

THOMASTON,Maine(AP)- Maine State
Prison Warden Martin Magnusson said he
will meet with inmates who are continuing a
hunger strike if they take their meals today
and "behave themselves."
"I told them if they all eat(Tuesday),and
they behave themselves, I'll sit down with
them on Wednesday and talk about the various issues they've got," Magnusson said.
Five inmates in the Maine State Prison's
protective custody unit remained on a hunger
strike today to protest conditions at the prison.

Magnusson said II of the 20 prisoners
who began the hunger strike Saturday ate
Monday's lunch of American chop suey,
and four more ate the dinner of tuna fish on
toast.
Magnusson said the canned tuna fish meal
"may not be the best entry on the menu, but
they ate it."
Five other prisoners, however, refused to
eat all three meals served to prisoners on
Monday and are entering a fourth day of the
hunger strike that began Saturday.

UMaine
Campus
Delivery
Menu
Campus delivery only • 866-2111/2112
9,,
Plain
Onion
Pepperoni
Mushroom
Salami
Anchovy
Bacon
Canadian Bacon
Hamburg
Hot Dog
Black Olive

3.00
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50

14"
6.25
7.25
7.25
7.25
7.25
7.25
7.25
7.25
7.25
7.25
7.25

9"
14"
Taco
6.00 10.25
Meatball
3.50
7.25
Ham
3.50
7.25
Combination
4.00
8.25
Dbl. Cheese
3.50
7.26
Green Pepper
3.50
7.25
Hot Sausage
3.50
7.25
Kielbasa Sausage 3.50
7.25
Hawaiian
4.00
8.25
Loaded
6.25 13.25
If you like thick crust, try our
Double Dough add, .50
1.00
Extra Items
60
1.00

The prisoners stopped taking meals af- ventirktion and permission to take
college
ter initially complaining they weren't re- classes.
ceiving large enough portions. But the prisMagnusson said three of the five prisoners who are continuing the hunger strike oners still on hunger
strike were moved
have drawn up a list of 18 demands, which from the protective custod
y unit to the
have nothing to do with the quantity of the administrative segreg
ation unit to prevent
food they receive.
any chances of assaults on inmates who've
"They want furloughs - they want to be begun eating.
released into the community.Obviously,we're
The warden said prison officials feared
not about to do that," Magnusson said.
the situation posed the potential for violence
Some of the other new demands included because some of the
inmates clearly had been
more electrical outlets in their unit, improved pressuring others
in the unit not to eat.

Watch
Black Bear Hockey
at Pat's
(IIESN-televised games only)

University of Maine
CAMPUS DELIVERY MENU
Compare our prices and save
(Deliveries Fri-Sat-Sun during suppe

r rush
may take a little longer than usual.
)

Now serving 14" pizzas!
Sub
Salami Italian
Ham Italian
Ham & American Cheese
Ham & Provolone
Roast Beef

2.70
2.95
3.05
3.45
3.45

Hot Sausage & Cheese
Hot Meatball & Cheese
Steak & Cheese
Tuna Salad
B.L.T
Chicken Salad

TAX AND DELIVERY INCLUDED
Prices and Menu Subject to Change Without Notic
e
$7.00 service charge on all returned checks

3.70
3.70
3.95
3.45
3.35
3.50

Calzones
Meat Calzone $4.20 Veggie Calz
one $4.20
Combo Calzone $4.90
Spaghetti
Single serving Bucket with 2 Meatb
alls $3.50
Triple serving Bucket with 6 Meatb
alls $8.00 save
Salads
Tossed Salad $2.60 Greek Salad
$3.85 Chef Salad $3.10
Dressings: House Italian-French
-Creamy Garlic
Blue Cheese- $.20 extra
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•Environment

•Turnpike referendum

Portland to
Groups for'Question l'say wondering won'
t help
become oil spill
response center

PORTLAND,Maine(AP)- Groups
op- create a new transportation policy forcing
policy.
posing the Maine Turnpike widen
ing on state officials to look at alternatives to
highMaine has already been recognized naMonday contradicted project backe
rs'claim way construction projects.
tionally for promoting alternative transporthat the $100 million project will
boost the
The Maine Sunday Telegram said in an tation
systems, said the union leaders. The
state's economy.
PORTLAND,Maine(AP)- Maine's largeditorial that the proposal,"taken in its ennew policy would result in "dramatic inWith the referendum on the propo
sed tirety. is a poor idea."
est city will become one of four oil spill
creases in the studies, red tape and thus
widening barely a week off, the issue
also
response centers for the Northeast within the
Referring to a stand taken by the Port- addit
ional cost" to state agencies.
generated newspaper editorials and a
union land newspaper more than a year
next 15 months.
ago, the
MSEA President Mary Anne Turowski
endorsement.
editorial said that a referendum on the widMarine Spill Response Corp.,a nonprofit
said the proposed policy could result in the
The New England Coastal Camp
aign
ening
company created by the major oil companies,
project alone "is one thing; a referen- loss
ofstate Transportation Department conand Maine Transportation Coalition
held a dum creating an entirely new state trans
plans to keep a 208-foot oil cleanup ship in
por- struction jobs if projects are delayed by new
news conference in which they label
ed the tation policy is something else again."
Portland,2 1/2 miles ofoil booms,four skimrestrictions. The MSEA represents roughly
project as unnecessary.
A "significant policy shift" envisioned 10,00
mers to vacuum oil and a barge to store
0 state workers.
The groups also said many of the proje
ct in the second pan of the proposal "can better
cleaned-up oil.
The weekend editorials appeared as the
jobs will go to out-of -state contractor
s at a be developed through the legislative proPortland flartxx now hasenoug,h equipment
forces on opposing sides of the citizentime that Maine contractors are losing
work cess," the editorial said.
to contain 200,000 gallons ofoil in the first two
initia
ted referendum squared off in a debate
because of a lack of state funds to pay
for
The Bangor Daily News weekend edi- televised
days of a spill. But with the new equipment,
by WGME.
local projects.
tions' editorial said the turnpike is Maine's
spillsofup to9million gallonscould be handled,
The
two
sides accused each other of
The groups said the turnpike project will
major land transportation artery,and widen- tryin
company officials said Monday.
g to trick voters. But they agreed that
promote"boom and bust" development
that ing its southern leg "is necessary to provide
J. Stephen Dorrler, manager of Marine Spill has
the issue is so complex that they didn't have
already left Maine amid the recession.
adequate access to Maine."
Response's Northeast division, said Portland
time
to state their cases fully.
Barbara Trafton, spokeswoman for the
The editorial said it's "irresponsible and
will be one ofonly four ports in the Northeast to
"Admi
ttedly,this is a real challenge when
campaign for the widening, said 90 perce
nt ultimately self-defeating" to encourage in- a 'yes'
get response vessels. The others are New York. of
vote
means no to the widening and a
the contracts, in line with turnpike polic
y, creased traffic through tourism promotion, `no'
Cape May, NJ.,and Norfolk. Va.
vote
mean
s yes," said Transportation
will go to Maine companies.
and then to ignore a responsible of providing Comm
The Marine Spill company wascreated after
issi
oner
Dana
Connors,who supports
"The facts are clear that Maine firms will an
adequate road network for tourism and the widen
Congress passed the Oil Pollution Act of 1990
ing."But 1 have a lot ofconfidence
be doing the work and hiring Maine peoother industries.
requiring oil shippers and handlers to develop a
in the public."
ple," Trafton said. She said the project will
The News editorial also said the pronational plan for responding to oil spills.
University of Southern Maine Professor
generate $232 million in economic activity
posed transportation policy "will guarantee Richa
It now is setting up and equipping oil in
rd Barringer, who wants the project
the state, but will cost state and federal
conflict over any road, bridge, tarring, wid- block
response centers across the country to meet a
ed, said efficient use of money is the
taxpayers nothing.
ening or highway improvement project that main
February 1993 deadline.
issue.
She also accused opponents of focusing is oppos
ed by any interest group."
Dorrler said a large oil spill in the North- only
"We feel that more than anything else, a
on the turnpike project, and not on the
The Maine State Employees Associa- vote 'yes'
east would be devastating. The area has more secon
on Question 1 is a vote to save
d part of Tuesday's referendum ques- tion direc
tors joined the newspapers in urg- money and to spend
than 15,000 miles of coastline,l'and a spill the tion.
money more wisely"on
ing a "no" vote Nov. 5. The union leaders other
size of the Exxon Valdez spill in Alaska
projects, said Barringer.
A "yes" vote would block plans to widen said they
support the widening project, but
would extend from Cape Cod to Norfolk, Va. a 30-mi
A live debate is to be carried by MPBN
le portion ofthe Maine Turnpike and their major
objection is to the transportation radio at 1 p.m. Wedn
esday.

Something real is happening on campus...

Halloween Party
Concert, Dance Bash!!
with Ghost Dance of Sioux Falls
(Previously opened for Squeeze, Edie Brickell & New Bohemian
s, and The Alarm.)

Friday, November 1, Wells Commons 8pm to lam
$2 admission or FREE with costume

FULL BAR!

Prizes for best costume!(One dinner for two at Jasmine's and one dinner for two

at Governor's)

You'll find that "best costume"(and receive a 10% discount with your student i.d..
) at
Castle of Costumes! Located at 1 3 Stillwater Avenue, Bangor(across from Dept.
of Motor Vehicles)
Sponsored by: Student Government
-spo
Co
nsored by: OCB
Comprehensive Fee Student;
Entertainment & Activities Board

A•
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•Energy

US will be more dependent on foreign oil without ch
anges

4

Washington (AP)— The United States
will have to import three-fourths of its oil
within two decades without increased domestic production and better conservation,a
congressional study concluded Tuesday.
The Office of Technology Assessment
report said the percentage of oil coming
from abroad could increase from 42 percent
at present to as much as 75 percent by the
year 2010.
A broad program of conservation, including more fuel efficient cars, factories
and homes, and domestic production increases, would have only a marginal effec
t
on import levels, the OTA researchers said.
"Even with heroic efforts to exploit(conservation and production)opportunities,the
United States faces a future of high depen-

dence on imports," the 011'A added.
The study wasembraced Tuesday by key
supporters of a broad-ranging energy bill
that is expected to be considered by the
Senate within days. While including some
conservation measures, the bill- similar to
an energy strategy unveiled by President
Bush earlier this year- depends heavily on
increased production including opening an
arctic refuge in Alaska to drilling.
'This study is as good an argument(for the
energy legislation) as you will get," said Sen.
Malcom Wallop,R-Wyo.,a key sponsor ofthe
energy package that is before the Senate.
Sen Bennett Johnson,D-La.,another principle crafter of the bill, also cited the OTA
findings as proof that any energy package
must include expanded domestic production

including taking oil from the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge in northern Alaska.
At least eight senators have vowed to
block the Johnson-Wallop energy bill from
getting to the floor because it calls for oil
development in the Alaska refuge.
Critics of the energy bill noted that while
the OTA study cites the need to increase
domestic oil production, it also concludes
that the answer to curbing the growth of
imports over the next 10 years is not in
developing "frontier production" such as in
the arctic refuge, but by drilling in existing
fields, enhancing oil recovery and reopening shut or marginal wells.
"Remote areas such as the Alaska National Wildlife Refuge and frontier offshore
areas, even if they were opened to explora-

tion and commercial quantities of oil or
gas
were found, would be of little relev
ance in
responding to a significant oil import
distribution within the next decade," the
OTA
study said.
Johnson acknowledged that activity
on
existing oil fields should be increased
but he
maintained that industry at current oil
prices
is not likely to do so without government
tax
ingentives, which Congress has
given no
indication of giving.
The OTA study said that although
increased dependence on imports does not
in
itself translate into a serious national
threat,
the country's ability to replace foreign
oilin the event of a long-term disruption
of
imports—is more precarious today
than it
was seven years ago.

•Aids crisis

AIDS activists concerned about shortages in pnem

WASHINGTON,D.C.(AP)— The only
company that makes a spray device used to
administer a drug that prevents a lethal pneumonia in AIDS patients has stopped making
the device because of alleged manufacturing
problems.
AIDS activists said Friday they were concerned about possible shortages ofthe device,
but the Food and Drug Administration said
none was expected.
As part of a consent decree with the FDA,
Marquest Medical Products Inc. of Englewood, Colo., agreed to stop production and
distribution ofall its products until the compa-

ny brought its operations into full compliance
with the FDA, said FDA spokesman Brad
Stone.
The company suspended distribution on
Sept. 27 and manufacturing on Oct. 8, said
Alex McKinnon, chief financial officer of
Marquest.
Marquest makes a variety of respiratory
and anesthesia products,including a nebulizer that is the only device approved for administrating aerosolized pentarnidine, which is
one of the standard preventive treatments for
Pneurnocycstis carinii pneumonia in people
with AIDS.

Taeltwondo
Grand Opening & Demonstration
at Young Ho Jin's
Taekwondo Academy
Old Town Branch

Sunday, November 3rd, 1:00 p.m.
A combined demonstration ofMartial Arts
See:
Breaking
Forms
Master's Demonstration
Full-contact Sparring

and Dance

See:
Jazz
& Modem Dance Demos
West African
Drumming

Classes begin Tuesday night, November 5th
6:00 p.m. - Kids Class(Ages 6-13)
7:15 p.m. - Adult Class(Ages 14+)
Saturday schedule:
9:30 - Kids Class
10:45 - Adult Class
For morc intormation call Clim Instructor
Mr. Ray \rover at 827-8004. or I >ANSPACE at
827,/14;201

Al

Young Ho Jin's
l%4 Taekwando Aca•emy

t*Wva

22 North Main Street • Old Town
(in Danspace Studio)

onia-fighting spray

The AIDS Action Council expressed concern that the halt in manufacturing and distribution could soon result in a shortage of the
nebulizers. Though no shortages have been
reported,"we are concerned that slow pace of
resolution will soon result in such a shortage."
Neither the company nor AIDS Action
Council officials could estimate how many
people were currently using the nebulizers.
Company officials also were not aware of
any shortages,but McKinnon said Marquest's
suspension ofoperations"is bound to have
an
impact in terms of availability."
FDA's Stone said the agency officials

believe the company's current inventory
will
be able to handle immediate demands and
that
there will not be any "dramatic shortages.
"
"If there is a problem, we will take whatever steps are necessary to make sure that
patients who need the nebulizer will not
be
denied it," Stone said.
The FDA said the company did not meet
its"good manufacturing practices"standards.
McKinnon said the FDA alleged the problems included failure to document manufacturing records properly and failure to report
complaints about the performance ofits products to the FDA.

Senior
Portraits
Oct 21 -Nov 1
Memorial Room
in the Memorial Union

9 am - 5 pm
No Appointment
Necessary

ONLY CHANCE
FOR SENIORS TO
GET YEARBOOK
PICTURES TAKEN.
CALL X1783 IF YOU HAVE QUESTI

ONS.
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SportsNews
The Campus
Sports Ticker

• Men's Soccer to play for NAC playoff
• This week in the Yankee Conference

• Goalie Mike Dunham is out for 2- 3
weeks

•UMaine Men's Soccer

Black Bears must win to make NAC playoffs
By Jeff Pinkham

Dunham out up to three
weeks for UMaine hockey

Staff Writer

Sophomore goaltender Mike Dunham
will be sidelined for the next "10 days to
three weeks" according to Coach Shawn
Walsh. Dunham broke his left pinkie
finger in practice Saturday.
Garth Snow will assume the starting
duties for UMaine as they take on Kent St
and the US Olympic team this weekend.
First-year netnunder Greg Hirsch will
serve as Snow's back-up.(See story on
page 18)

UM Golfer Josh Chase
second in NEIGA finals
Josh Chase, a sophomore co-captain
on the tJniversity of Maine Golf team,
ended a strong fall season by compiling a
two-day total of 147 to tie for second in the
New England Intercollegiate Golf Association Championship in New Se.abury,
Mass Oc 21-22. The Maine Squad placed
10th overall in the event that included 46
schools and over 100 golfers.
Tom DelRosso (156), Nick Glicos
(161)and John Conley(172) were other
UMaine finishers.

Yankees name Showalter
to replace Stump Merrill
The New York Yankees announced
Tuesday that Buck Showalter will become
the next in a long line of Yankee managers.
Showalter, the third base coach for
UMaine alumnus Carl "Stump" Merrill last
season in New Yosk, was not the original
choice of general manager Gene Michael.
Michael had originally intended to
hire someone from outside the organization but pressure from above pushed him
to hire Showalter.

Free Agents take over
Baseball spotlight
Baseball's business season got underwayjust 17 hours after the final out of
the World Series as 21 players filed for
free agency.
Among them were Series MVP Jack
Morris, outfielders Bobby Bonilla and
Danny Tartabull and pitcher Frank Viola.
In all,97 players have the option to go
to free agency and they must file before
Nov 11. The players have 15 days to deal
with their current clubs before any team
can work a deal for the player.

Major Sports Transactions
The Toronto Blue Jays have decided
not to exercise the option on Mookie
Wilson, Cory Snyder and Dave Parker.
The Houston Rockets waived guard
Gerald Henderson while the LA Clippers
waived Rory Sparrow.Chris Corchianni,
the all-time NCAA assists leader was
also let go by the Orlando Magic.

spot

Senior Back Rob Thompson will be a key for
UMaine in stopping the UNH
offensive attack. Maine must win to make the
NAC playoffs.

•World Series

It all comes down to this.
If the University of Maine men's soccer
team beats New Hampshire Wednesday, it
makes the playoffs. If it loses, there will be
no post-season. It's that simple.
"There hasn't been a lot of talk about the
game,"said UMaine Coach Jim Dyer,whose
team is 6-4-3 overall, 2-2-2 in the North
Atlantic Conference."But the players know
it's there."
UNE Coach Mike Noonan, agreed with
Dyer.
"We have to win our next two games to
get in, so this is a very big game," said
Noonan. "We're young, but I think we're
ready for this."
The Black Bears are coming off a 5-1
win over Plymouth State College on Sunday. UMaine fell behind 1-0 in the first half,
but exploded for five in the final 45 minutes.
First-year midfielder Pail° Nunes (the
NAC Rookie of the Week)tied the UMaine
record with three goals in a game, while
Todd Sniper and Michael Enos added one
apiece.
"(Nunes) played a very strong game,"
said Dyer."He's a very skillful player with
Sec MUST WIN on page 18

•UMaine Football

Twins are world champs This week in
By Mike Nadel

seasons. All the Twins did was go from top
to bottom to the top in four years. All the
Twins did was survive what many are
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - No sweat. It calling one of the best
World Series ever.
wentjust like it was scripted back in spring
"It's done," Davis said."That's all I've
training, when everyone knew the Minne- got to say. It's tough
to put all this stuff in
sota Twins would win the World Series.
words. It's such a good feeling."
"No problem," Al Newman said.
Three free agents - Davis, Pagliarulo
"I knew we could win or I wouldn't and Morris - filled
needs and provided
have come here," Mike Pagliarulo said.
leadership. Rookies Chuck Knoblauch and
"Just like we planned,"Chili Davis said. Scott Leius helped solidif
y a shaky infield.
"I knew we weren't a last-place team," Carl Willis and Steve
Bedrosian brought
club president Jerry Bell said."That much depth to what had been
a thin bullpen.
I knew."
—The magic ofthe Dome,man,the magic
The Twins capped the ultimate season of the Dome," said one of
the headline
of redemption late Sunday night, beating magicians,Kirby Pucken."It
worked again."
the Atlanta Braves 1-0 in the 10th inning
Two World Series. Eight home games.
of the seventh game of the World Series. Eight victories.
One year after a 74-88 debacle that
"This was the greatest game I've ever
made the 1987 title seem like eons ago,the played in," Pagliarulo said.
Twins are again the champions.
"I think it did a whole lot for baseball.
The parade,through both Minneapolis It's the greatest game ever. If you can't
see
and St. Paul,is Tuesday.The White House that now, you're blind."
visit,featuring Randy Bush shaking hands
General manager Andy MacPhail dewith George Bush (Randy is the better scribed the feeling after Gene Larkin'
s Sepinch-hitter), is scheduled for Wednes- ries-winning hit as"more of relief
thanjoy."
day. Organizational meetings, during
"We won the first two games and were
which the status of players like Jack Mor- going good," he said."Then we went down
ris, Brian Harper and Dan Gladden will be there and they took the momentum
away
discussed, are set for later in the week.
from us. Then we got back into our unique
"If we proved anything," Newman d, environment and the pendulum swung back
"it's that we're the best last-place team
toward our favor."
history."
The champagne has been sprayed, the
"All we did," manager Tom Kelly said, hugs and high-fives have been exchanged,
"was score first."
the words of joy - and relief - have been
All the Twins did was rebuild their said. Now MacPhail must get down to the
organization in the space of a couple of dirty work.
AP Sports Writer

the Yankee
Conference
By Tim Hopley

Staff Writer
It was a weekend of upsets in the Yankee
Conference - Boston University demolished
Rhode Island 43-0, the University of Maine
played well,surprising visiting UConn 41-20
and Delaware defeated Division I Navy 29/5.
What does this mean? Who knows.
Saturday's win, according to Coach Kirk
Ferentz. was the best game his team has
played since he came to UMaine.Many would
agree.
The Black Bears (2-6 overall, 2-4 YC)
totally outplayed a UConn squad which was
better than its 2-4 overall record states. Carl
Smith had a big day, rushing for 124 yards,
and in the process becoming the career rushing leader in UMaine history(passing Lorenzo Bouier).
YC Defensive Player of the Week Jemal
Murph led the defensive charges. Murph
picked up 10 tackles along with two interceptions and a forced fumble. Not to mention a
sack and his first career touchdown which
came on the end of his second interception of
the day.

Around the Yankee Conference:
Boston University (2-6, 1-4) stunned a
Rhode Island team which had won four
straight.
Sec YANKEE on page 19
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Must win
from page 17
the ball, and he does some amazing things."
Dyer also said he feels the team is playing its best soccer of the season heading into
the game.
"The team is peaking and gelling at the
right time," said Dyer. "We had a good
training session last night and we hope for
another one tonight. The training sessions
are important because they help set the tone
and pace for the game."
The Wildcats,featuring a new coach and
a new look, are 7-6-3 on the year.
Leading the way for them offensively is
first-year forward Ryan Leib. The Farmington, Me.native,heavily recruited by Dyer,has
scored nine goals and four assists this year.

Other offensive threats are first-year players Mike Veneto (eight goals, four assists),
Bill Woods (three goals, one assist) and
Brian Young (two goals, two assist).
Aaron Agrodnia has been solid in net,
playing 1,551 minutes, allowing 25 goals
and saving 103 shots. He has a 1.45 goals
against average.
"They're a very young,enthusiastic team,
and their strength is their goal scoring," said
Dyer."New Hampshire will be motivated to
play because they have to win their final two
games to make the playoffs, so they won't
pack it in and play for the tie, which may he
to our advantage."
The Black Bears are being led by Nunes,

Coming Friday The Maine
Campus Hockey East pullout
preview. Don't miss it

who has five goals on the year and senior
Todd Sniper, who has three goals and four
assists.
Following them are Pat Laughlin (two
goals, three assists) and Chip Zimmerman
(three goals, one assist). Jason Charles is
also a threat, having scored two goals and
two assists.
Sophomore goaltender Seb D'A ppolonia
continues to improve, posting a .76 goals
against average and a .857 save percentage.
He has played 1290 minutes, allowing 11
goals and saving 66.
The Black Bears close the season by
travelling to UMass on Saturday, and to
Dartmouth on Tuesday.

Have you saved a life lately?

Blood Drive
) ltl
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ONE MILLION OF THE BEST MINDS
IN AMERICA HAVE ALREADY CHOSEN
THE BEST RETIREMENT PROGRAM.
IAA-CREF is building a sound
financial future for more than
1,000,000 people in the education and
research communities. And over 200,000
retirees are now enjoying the benefits of
their TIAA-CREF annuities.
LOOK FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY.
Security—so the resources are there
when it is time tyntire. Growth—so you'll
have enough inclge for the kind of retirement you want. And diversity—to help
protect you against market volatility and
to let you benefit from several types
of investments.
HERE'S WHAT YOU GET
FROM TIAA-CREF.
TIAA offers you the safety of a traditional
annuity that guarantees your principal plus
a specified rate of interest, and provides
for additional growth through dividends.
For its stability, sound investments, and
overall financial strength. TIAA has
received the highest possible ratings from
all three of the insurance industry's leading
independent agencies!

T

CREF's variable annuity offers opportunities for growth with four different
investment accounts, each managed with
the long-term perspective essential to
sound retirement planning.
EXPERIENCE. PERFORMANCE.
STRENGTH.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the nation.
Since 1918, we have been helping build a
secure future for people in education and
research. We have done so well, for so
many. for so long that we currently manage
over $95 billion in assets.

SEND NOW FOR A FREE
RETIREMENT INVESTMENT KIT,

including a Special Report on TIAA investments.
Mad this coupon to: TIAA-CREF. Dept. QC,
730 Third Avenue. New York, NY 10017. Or call
I 800-842-2733. Ext.8016.
NameI Please

Dunham out
By Jeff Pin kham
Staff Writer

The University of Maine hockey team
received some had news Saturday when soph omore goalie Mike Dunham broke a bone in
his left hand.
Dunham,who shares time in net with Garth
Snow, broke the pinky on his catching hand
when he was hit by a teammates stick. He
is
expected to miss from 10 days to three weeks
Last year,Dunham was 14-5-2 with a 2.96
goals against average.
"A player in a skirmish in front of the net
fell back,and his stick came down hard on the
back of(Dunham's) hand, which was covering the puck," said UMaine Coach Shawn
Walsh. "It was just a freak accident."
Walsh said although the injury is bad
news, it could have been worse.
-This is kind of good and bad," said Walsh.
"It's good that it happened now and not during
the playoffs,but we have the toughest partofour
Hockey Fast schedule with games at BU(Nov.
15 and 16)and Boston College(Nov. 10)."
With the injury.Snow will be forced to play
several nights in a row. Something he was
forced to do last year when Dunham missed
seven games while playing for the U.S. Junim
National team in the World Junior games.
Snow responded with a 6-1 record and a
3.18 goals against average over that span.
"Garth stepped in and did a fine job last
year when Dunham wasn't there, and we
think he'll do the same this season," said
Walsh."Nobody wanted Garth when he came
out of high school, but he has made himself
into a division I goalie."
Walsh said he is concerned about the
number of games Snow will have to play in a
short period of time. The Black Bears face
Kent State on Thursday and Saturday, and
Team U.S. Sunday.
"I'm a little bit worried about fatigue with
the three gamesin four days,especially mental ly, but we think he can handle it," said Walsh.

PIZZA
OVEN

•

Pizza, Subs, Guidos, Lasagna,
Spaghetti, and Salads
Buy One Small Pizza,
Get One of Equal or Lesser Value
For FREE
10- limited to three toppings
Limit one coupon per customer per
visa
Expires November 30, 1991

Pizza Oven

154 Park Street• Oronn•866-55

05

carTkiash

print)

Aulornoli•Toothless
Ap

Tar

II...prone New

TIAA-CREF Perrm-yew
0 kV 0No

A+ (Superior);dfloo?yi Invertoiv Service

0
Open Daily from 8 to 8
Wednesdays are Students Days!
S2.00 offour automatic wash
from won to 6pm(ID. required)
4SdiServe Rell

boricara.(Full name)

*AM. Beet Co.

•UMaine Hockey

Take-out • Dine-In
Delivery • NESN

,Srare

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it:"

30, 1991
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This week in the Yankee Conference
"It was without a doubt the best performance we've had since I've been here,"Coach
Dan Allen said.
Tailback Jay Hillman had a big day for the
Teniers, picking up 148 yards on 25 carries and
scoring two touchdowns. He was named CoYank.eeConferenceOffensivePlayerofthe Week.
BU will be in action again this week as they
travelto No.9ranked New Hampshirein Durham.
Before Saturday's match-up with the Black
Bears,University of-('onnecticut(2-5,1-3)Coach
Tom Jackson said Maine wasa team that"scared
him to death." Ile must have known.
The Huskies were outplayed in every aspect of the game and fell 41-20 to the upstart
(?) Black Bears.
A bright spot was split-end Mark Didio,
who had nine catchesfor99 yards,but the team
had zero net yards rushing versus UMaine.
"UConn is not playing like it's capable of.
We're lacking confidence and it's tough for
us as coaches to create it," said offensive
coordinator Jim Collis.
LIConn will head to Richmond to face the
Spiders on Saturday.The Huskies lead the alltime series 5-0.
Delaware (7-1, 4-1) rallied from a 25-7
halftime deficit to down Division I Navy 29-25
behind quarterback Bill Vergantino(20-for-26
239 yards(11 -for-11 in the second half)).
Vergantino hit Walter Hicks with a 23yard scoring strike with 7:19left tocap-offthe
comeback and seal the win for Coach Harold
"Tubby" Raymond.
"Vergantino is playing the best he's played.
lie's becoming a solid, steady player," Raymond said.
Daryl Brown played a key role in Saturday's win. Brown came off the bench to rush
for 57 yards on nine carries, including a TD.
The Blue Hens will entertain visiting Maine
Saturday at Delaware Stadium.
With this past week off, the University of
Massachusetts (2-5, 2-3) will be well rested
for the stretch drive, which begins with Saturday's non-conference game with the tough
Northeastern Huskies.

from page 17

ously winless (in YC)Boston University.
The Rams were thoroughly outplayed by
the Terriers and could managejust seven yards
oftotal offense in the first quarter ofthe contest.
"I don't think we've ever been dominated
in a league game like we were versus BU,"
Coach Bob Griffin said.
"BU played at championship caliber level. It was a shock to everyone."
URI will host Villanova this week. The
two teams have met three times with 'Nova
winning all three. The point differential in the
games though have been seven points or less
in each of the contests.
The University of Richmond (2-5, 2-3)
played a slugfest with James Madison Saturday, losing 47-42 after coming back from a
33-3 deficit.
The Spiders picked up 471 yards of total
offense(182 on the ground, 309 through the
air) while scoring the 42 points. All three are
season highs.
"Our kids came back in the second half
and we played a complete game,"Coach Jim
Marshall said.
Richmond tailback IfylScott was named YC
Rookie ofthe Week,coming offthe bench to rush
for 113 yanis on 17carries with two uxichdowns.
"1 lylcame in and had the hot hand.He'sthe
number one guy right now," Marshall said.
Jema I Murph was named YC Defensive Player of the Week last week.(Kiesow
Richmond will host UConn Saturday with
photo.)
the Huskies holding a 5-0 series lead.
Coach Jim Reid, who wasn't too thrilled
Green hit receiver David Gamble on a
The Villanova Wildcats (6-1,4-1), tied fur
with having a week off, said it might have nine-yard TD strike with 44 seconds left
to second in the YC, played nip and tuck with
been a good idea.
push the Wildcats to their 19th straight win William& Mary before pulling away a 35-21 win.
"We cleaned up some of the mistakes over Northeastern.
Tailback Pat Kennedy,the Co-YC Offenwe've been making and worked on the pass-We're happy to come out with a win in sive Player of the Week,bullied his way for a
ing game," Reid said.
Northeastern. Our kids showed heart and did a school record 249 yards on the ground and
"We'll have a tough game with Northeast- greatjob in thatsituation,"Coach Bill Bowessaid. tied the school record
with four TD's leading
ern, they challenge you. The week off may
UNH was banged up in the contest as 'Nova to the win.
have helped us."
starting QB Matt Griffin, tailback Barry
Defensive tackle Willie Oshodin paced
Speaking of Northeastern, they gave the Bourassa and the team's top two centers all the defense for Coach
Andy Talley, making
lone undefeated YCteam the University ofNew went down.Stand-out defensive end Dwayne six tackles, one sack,
forcing one fumble and
Hampshire (6-1,4-0)a big scare Saturday.
Saab did not even dress for the game.
a pass breakup.
UNH had to come from behind in the last
One week after exploding for 52 points
The Wildcats travel to Rhode Island this
minute behind back-up quarterback Rich versus UMaine, the University of Rhode Is- week for the first time in the three-year
history
Green to down the Huskies.
land Rams(4-3, 2-3) were shutout by previ- of the two teams.

•Baseball free agency

Jack Morris,Bobby Bonilla eligible for free agency
MINNEAPOLIS(AP)- Lessthan 17 hours
after the final out of the World Series, baseball's business season got underway as Jack
Morris made himself eligible for free agency
and Pittsburgh Pirates outfielder Bobby Bonilla was among the first 21 players to file.
Morris, who pitched one of the great
games in Series history Sunday night and

was picked as the MVP,declined to exercise
a 1992 contract option for $3.65 million
with the hope that he can agree to a new deal
with the Minnesota Twins at a higher salary.
He and the other potential free agents have
until Nov. 11 to file.
Among the prominent players who did
file on the first possible day were Kansas City

Royals outfielder Danny Tartabull, California Angels first baseman Wally Joyner and
New York Mets pitcher Frank Viola.
In order to exercise his option, Morris
would have had to notify the Twins by
Monday. Both the Major League Baseball
Players Association and the owners' Player
Relations Committee said they did not re-

ceive any notification.
Morris earned $3.65 million this season,
including a $50,000 bonus for making the
Al All-Star team and $100,000 for being
selected as World Series MVP. He had the
rare player option for next year and an
option for 1993 at a salary ranging from $2
million to $3.85 million.

1992 BSN Students! Enter the
Question: Why is it that I can drink the same amount two
nights in a row, but one night I'll just feel relaxed, and the next
night I'll make myselfsick?
Answer There could be many reasons. One reason might be
your mental state—are you drinking to be sociable, or are you
drinking to escape from a problem? Another reason might be
the amount of food you have consumed both before and
during your drinking. There could be other reasons as well.
For more information about Substance Abuse Services, or to submit questions for this daily
column, stop by the Cutler Health Center, or call 581-4016.

Air Force immediately after
graduation - without waiting for
the results of your State Boards.
You can earn great benefits
as an Air Force nurse
officer. And if selected
during your senior year,
you may qualify for a fivemonth internship at a major Air
Force medical facility. To apply, you'll
need an overall 2.50 GPA. Serve your country
while you serve your career.

USAF Health Professions, Toll Free 1-800-423-USAF
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•Sports column

Braves

Twins; the way baseball should be

By Tim Hopley
Fm a baseball fanatic, a die-hard Red
Sox and converted Braves fan. Any person
who likes baseball even a little bit should
have more than a few memories from the
just completed World Series, which should
go down as one of the greatest in baseball
history. I'd like to share mine with you.
The image of Jack Morris battling his
way through 10 innings of pressure-packed
baseball to help the Twins survive and prosper, and then huddling with his two-teary
eyed sons.
The vision of Lonnie Smith suffering a
brain lock and stopping between second and
third base when he could have scored and
given the Braves a 1-0 lead on a double to the
wall in left.
Smith again, shaking hands with Twins
catcher Brian Harper before the start of game
seven. This just showed how much mutual
respect the two teams held for each other.
The sight of Kent Hrbek picking up and
picking off Ron Gant, and the sensational
catch of Kirby Puckett in game six, and his
game-winning home run later in the game.
Then there was Greg Olson, the Atlanta
catcher whispering to Harper"whichever team
wins this is going to deserve it." How true.
This was baseball as it was meant to be

played. Not once in the series did we hear
how much a person was making or of the
current free agent sale.
There was no fights or animosity between the teams,just hard baseball.
Witness Hrbek standing on first base
after being intentionally walked in the 10th
inning. The mammoth Hrbek looked at
Braves second baseman Mark Lemke and
held his stomach; the diminutive second
baseman held his head.
Hrbek then yelled to pinch-hitter Gene
Larkin,"hey Gene, could you get this over
with?" And get it over with he did.
So many things will stay in my mind for
quite some time. Hrbek hugging Gant out of
respect after the series-winning hit. Puckett
and Terry Pendleton before game six telling
each other the series wasn't over yet. Indeed.
And the seventh game.The seventh game
was an absolute baseball fan's dream.
Nine complete innings ofscoreless,edgeof-your-seat baseball. It doesn't get any
better than that.
I remember as a kid when the Red Sox
played in the '75 series against the Reds. I
was only five at the time but I can remember
Carlton Fisk's homer off the foul pole. Luis
Tiant's whirling no-look motion to home
plate and Pete Rose going head first into
third base after a triple.

Those were the good times, baseball was
played for the love of the game, not for the
almighty buck. There was no Rickey Henderson complaining because he wasn't the
highest paid player in the game. It was
purely for enjoyment and prestige.
This is the way it should be. Twins
manager Tom Kelly knows it. While standing behind home plate with Lemke after the
series was over, Kelly leaned over and said
"you have nothing to hang your head about,
you did your best young man."
Lemke,as gracious in defeat as one could
be,simply replied,"lknow,I know,thanks."
This series provided us in the me.dia with
many stories. Surprise stars Lemke, Scott
Leuis and journeyman Jerry Willard. The
Homer hankies and tomahawk chop, Ted
and Jane. Native American Indians. The
Metrodome against Fulton -County Stadium, Atlanta versus Minnesota, America's
team and the up-and-coming sports mecca
of the northern mid-west. Just great.
For those of you who are like me,baseball
starts again in four months. It should be
interesting to see what kind of money the free
agent fiasco brings this winter. One thing is
for certain, the memories of the series will
stay freshly in my mind,just to keep me sane.
Definitely baseball as it was meant to be
played.

Maine Campus classifieds
apartments

for sale

Vocalist wanted for Progressive Rock
project near completion. Must sing
with character and feeling and be willing to work. Tentative CD release. Call
Chris at 827-8671.

Roommate Wanted to share apartment in Old Town. Call 827-0183.
Leave message.

Metronome,almost new, 125 or best
offer. Rawlings glove almost new.
$60 or b/o. Call 827-6562

Room For Rent: A quiet place to
study. A two minute walk to campus.
Call 866-7888.

IBM Compatible - Made by Visusal.
256K,Dual 51/4"floppy drives, monochrome monitor, St printer. Portable &
software included. $225. Call 8665953.

"Campus Representatives needed"
Earn free trip and big commissions by
selling Cancun, Mexico. For more information call toll free at 800-7557996 or in Connecticut at 203-9758833.
Earn extra money. Looking for people
to market an all natural skin, hair, and
nutrition .roducts. Call 942-4441.
Best Damn Campus Rep wanted!!!
North Amtlica's Best Damn Tour Co.
Only. Hi-Life can offer you a free spring
break trip for every 2ft paid and a
chance to win a Yamaha Wavejammer.
Join thousands of other Campus Reps.
Call now 1-800-263-5604

travel
Spring Break:Cancun,Bahamasfrom
$259.00 includes roundtrip air, 7 nights
hotel, parties, free admission, hotel
taxes and more! Organize a small
group. Earn free trip. 1(800)BEACH IT.
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA Information on semester, year, graduate,summer,and internship programs
in Perth, Townsville, Sydney, and Melbourne. Programs start at $3520. Call
1-800-878-3696.

Washburn Place,$660/mo.Sec. Dep.
2BR townhome w/basement. No pets.
1 yr. lease. 945-6955 or 945-5260.

lost Sr found
Lost: A small gold round solid charm
with a heart on it. Front has initial M
and on back is inscribed Jamie '84.
Extreme sentimental value. Contact
Martha at 581-4512 rm. 234.
Lost: Small black make-up bag on
Friday. Please call Simon at 866-0461.
Found: Blue prescription eyeglasses
found early Sat. morning behind Jeness. Inquire at 581-1273.
Found: A green coin purse with keys
and ID in it belonging to Deborah
D'Andrea. Call Georgia at 581-3139.
Lose something? Find something?
Call 581-1273 today for your FREE lost
or found ad.

personals
IN4 - Bar Harbor was great. Thanks for
the Koosh Balls. I love it. -Your favorite
beer drinker and womanizer.
KW - 3rd time's a charm - SN
Get personal. Call 581-1273 today to
place your personal ad.

"It breaks your heart.
It's designed to break your
heart. The game begins in
the spring, when
everything else begins, and
it blossoms in the summer,
filling the afternoons and
evenings,and then as soon
as the chill rains come,it
stops and leaves you to face
the fall alone."
A. Bartlett Giamatti
Yale Alumni Magazine Nov 1977

Call 581-1273
fin- your classified ad.

jobs

Needed: A mature, loving individual
to care for 3-month old in our Orono
home. 16 hours per week. Flexible
hours. Please call 866-7835 for more
information.

The Green Fields
ofthe mind

BOO!

Tom's classified
1980 Ford Van E100 6 cylinder, 3
speed,lots o' rust, but solid frame,runs
excellent, good brakes & clutch. $300
firm. Call TOM at 866-3585.

strippers
Male Stripper - Great for birthdays,
wedding showers, etc. Compare
prices! Call Today 947-4220

BOO!

dancers
Gorgeous professional male and female exotic dancers and singing telegrams. Call Exotica 942-3934. Discounts.

misc.
I am a babysitter, looking to babysi
t
in my home. I'm availabl_. for flexibl
e
hours. I will babysit a:: ages.(=all 8667647.
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience,
replacezippers,hemming,etc, Will
pick
up + deliver. Call Jeanne 827-5115.
Anxious? Unintended pregnancy! Free
pregnancy test. Call 866-5579.

BOO!

